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I. PRINCIPLES OF THE METHODOLOGY 

The GRRM is based on the concept that a geothermal system can be described both in terms of the 
quality of the geothermal resource as it relates to the potential to extract heat ("Resource Grade") and 
the progress of research and development over the lifetime of the project ("Project Progress").  

By assessing the major characteristics of a geothermal resource and categorizing the techniques used 
and how well the research technique was implemented, users can report a resource grade covering 
multiple geological, technological, and socio-economic attributes that can be compared across play 
types and geothermal areas. The "grade" of each resource is intended to be refined, if needed, as new 
and better information is collected and interpreted.  

By assessing the exploration and development activities of the project, users can report on past and 
planned incremental project progress. Like the resource grade, project progress will continually be 
updated throughout the project lifetime. 

Resource grade and project progress are reported for three assessment categories: geologic, technical, 
and socio-economic. Each category has specific criteria and guidelines for assessing both resource grade 
and project progress, as outlined in each of the following assessment tools (and associated colors):  

· Geological Assessment Tool (representative colors: reds, oranges, browns) 
· Technical Assessment Tool (representative colors: blues, purples) 
· Socio-Economic Assessment Tool (representative colors: greens, yellows). 

Additionally, users may need to estimate the project size (often reported in MWe or MWTh). To provide 
consistency in calculating resource potential for comparisons, the protocol also includes a separate 
Resource Size Assessment Tool.  

These assessment tools are written for industry professionals assigned to report resource grade and 
project progress to DOE. Therefore, it is assumed that that: 

· the exploration activities described below will be planned, executed and interpreted by skilled 
geoscientists.   

· preparers of reports using the GRRM protocol are knowledgeable of geothermal systems and 
the different exploration activities.  The guidance in these documents does not replace 
intelligent expertise in preparing, selecting, and interpreting data.  

For additional background on the GRRM Protocol, see the Background Document. 
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II. RESOURCE GRADE 

The attributes used by this protocol to describe a geothermal resource include the constraints on the 
quality of the geothermal resource as well as the technical and socio-economic characteristics that 
determine whether the heat can be produced.  

Attributes controlled by the structural, geophysical, geochemical, and hydrological constraints are 
important in describing the geological grade. Other attributes important to the feasibility of extracting 
the geothermal resource due to technical, or socio-economic barriers are addressed in the Technical 
Assessment Tool and Socio-Economic Assessment Tool documents, respectively.  

Each attribute is ranked on a scale of “A” through “E,” with “A” indicating the highest of the range of 
values for that attribute. An attribute grade of “A” is not necessarily the “best” value for a specific 
project goal.  Some business models or plant designs may target grades lower than A for some or all of 
the attributes. Examples are given below: 

· Some developers may be targeting average temperature resources (Temperature Grade = C) 
and poor fluid chemistry (Fluid Chemistry Grade = D-E) to take advantage of secondary mineral 
recovery potential from the geothermal brine.  

· Near-field resources (resources located near operating plants) may have high temperatures but 
low permeability and/or fluid and may be candidates for the application of enhanced 
geothermal system (EGS) techniques.  

· A very high-temperature resource does not necessarily need to have a large volume to be 
economical for some business models; in fact, a small- or average-sized, high-temperature 
resource could be a viable target. 

As these examples indicate, each developer must evaluate which grades are appropriate for their target 
business model. Resources with all attribute grades equaling A rarely exist.  

GEOLOGICAL GRADE ATTRIBUTES  

Attributes controlled by the structural, geophysical, geochemical, and hydrological constraints are 
important in describing the geological grade. The usefulness of a geothermal resource can be described 
by the available work of the geothermal fluid –the thermodynamic exergy. The exergy that can be 
extracted from the heat of a geothermal reservoir is related to the flow rate of fluid and the difference 
between the enthalpy of the fluid in the reservoir and at the surface.1 Using this thermodynamic basis, 
the following attributes represent the geologic constraints on the quality of the geothermal heat 
resource:  

· Temperature: The in-situ reservoir temperature indicates the amount of energy carried by the 
geothermal fluid, and is thus a commonly used proxy for the available enthalpy of the fluid.  

                                                           

1 DiPippo, Ronald. 2004. Second Law assessment of binary plants generating power from low-temperature 
geothermal fluids. Geothermics. v. 33, p. 565-586. 
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· Volume: The size of the reservoir (thickness and area/extent) is necessary for determining the 
quantity of heat available.  

· Permeability: The permeability of the reservoir rock, often driven by the degree to which the 
formations are fracture-dominated, largely controls the accessibility and potential recovery of 
the heat.  

· Fluid Chemistry: The geothermal brines and/or gases may be so corrosive or deposit such 
significant scales that specific tools or materials may have to be used, and special treatments 
may often be necessary, potentially increasing project costs.  

These characteristics of a geothermal system are best evaluated in the context of a conceptual model, 
which integrates and portrays geological, geophysical, geochemical, and hydrologic data to constrain the 
critical elements: heat source, permeable flow pathways, reservoir seal, and resource boundaries2.  
Conceptual models are updated as new data and interpretations are obtained.   Using these conceptual 
models, reservoir models are then typically developed from natural state models of exploration activity 
outcomes.  

Refer to the Resource Size Assessment Tool for a more detailed discussion of how these values are 
chosen and combined from models into traditionally-reported measures of heat in place (i.e. MWth). 

COMPONENTS OF GEOLOGICAL GRADE 

The GRRM also considers the activities conducted to understand each attribute, and what is known 
about the quality of the data collected. The methodology breaks each attribute into three separate 
indices describing distinct features of each attribute:  

· Character Grade: used to describe the character itself – i.e. what is the intrinsic measurement 
that best describes the geothermal reservoir?  

· Activity Index: qualitative ranking of activities used to assign the character grade appropriate 
for each attribute – i.e. what was done to measure the attribute? What activity or exploration 
techniques were used, and which provided the most representative information? 

· Execution Index: compares the diligence with which the technique was executed for the activity 
– i.e. how much do we know about the quality of execution of that technique? How much 
confidence can be placed in the data?  

For each attribute, the Character Grade describes the current project within the range of possible 
quantitative and qualitative measurements for a given area. The Activity Index describes the common 
activities used to determine the character grade - both directly (measured values) and indirectly 
(indicated values).  The Execution Index describes how well the activity was implemented.  During the 
exploration process, activities activities are performed (activity index), the quality of the data is 
determined (execution index), and the outcome is reported (character grade).   

 

                                                           

2 Cumming, W.B. 2009. Geothermal resource conceptual models using surface exploration data: Proceedings, 34th Workshop on Geothermal 
Reservoir Engineering, Stanford University, 6 p. 
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These four attribute grades, and their associate activity and execution indices can be displayed 
graphically in a polar area chart (Figure 3).  The dark wedges indicate resource grade (what is your 
resource like?), the light wedges indicate certainty (how much do you trust the data?). For more 
information, please see the Background Document.  

 

Figure 3: Combined Geological Grade Diagram of a Hypothetical Project 

 

As a reminder, this Protocol was developed to provide consistency among the user community in 
reporting; it is neither a prescription for conducting exploration, nor a replacement for expertise and 
conceptual or reservoir models. 

EXAMPLES:  REPORTING TEMPERTURE GRADE 
We provide an example to aid users in understanding how to use this Protocol to select the most 
representative geothermal resource temperature value. 

Often, multiple temperature estimates are made from different observation points (e.g., different 
thermal features and wells), and using different methods (e.g., geochemistry, temperature gradient 
wells).  To better understand the geothermal system, it is important to evaluate data in the context of a 
conceptual model.  For temperature data, some values may be lower (e.g. if measuring temperature of 
outflow zone) or higher (e.g. if measuring in an upflow zone), depending on the location of the 
measurement in the context of the conceptual model.  The following examples explain how to report 
when multiple data are available. 
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Example 1:  
The following data are available for a given area: 

Activity 
Measured/ 
Estimated 

Temperature 

Execution 
Comments Notes 

Bicarbonate 
springs samples 

  No geothermometry was conducted on these 
springs because not representative.  These 
waters are a mixture of surface waters mixed 
with steam. 

Gas 
Geothermometry 
(gas collected from 
springs) 

225-275oC · Used published  
geothermometry 
data 

When gas passes through water, gas reacts 
with the water, and you lose some of the H2S.  
Not as reliable as gas collected from 
fumaroles 

Gas 
Geothermometry 
(gas collected from 
fumaroles) 

225-275oC · Used published  
geothermometry 
data 

When fumaroles have temperatures above 
boiling, gases aren’t being lost.  Gas sample is 
much more representative of geothermal 
reservoir. 

Thermal Gradient 
Hole 

150oC at 600 m · holes do not reach 
the reservoir 

· temperature 
measured 2 hours 
after drilling 

We assume TGH data provide a minimum 
reservoir temperature (unless there is a 
thermal gradient reversal). However, because 
the temperature measurements were taken 
so soon after drilling, we assume the 
measurement was not an equilibrated 
temperature.  Measured temperature is likely 
lower than actual temperature in the TGH is. 

 

As part of developing the conceptual model, the expert geologist uses geophysical data to estimated 
depth of the reservoir.  The TGHs help to constrain the lower limits of temperature, but also helped to 
constrain the locations of the upflow and the outflow zones for development of the conceptual model.  
She then extrapolates the thermal gradient from the TGH wells down to the reservoir (1.5-2 km) in the 
location of the upflow zones and obtains a temperature of 250oC.  This is consistent with the data from 
the gas geothermometry.   The expert would want to report the estimated temperature o the upflow, 
and not the outflow zone. 

The expert geologist reports: 

Temperature Grade: B  230-300oC 

Activity Index:  b   Estimated temperatures: Geothermometry (geothermal brines 
and gases) 

Execution Index: c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either 
literature or contractors) with little or limited information on survey 
methods, replication, or error. 
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Example 2:  
The following data are available for a given area: 

Activity Measured/Estimated 
Temperature 

Execution 
Comments Notes 

Thermal Gradient 
Hole 

150oC at 1200 m · holes do not 
reach the 
reservoir 
 

We assume TGH data provide a 
minimum reservoir temperature 
(unless there is a thermal gradient 
reversal).  

The prevailing conceptual models in this area suggest that these TGHs were drilled on the margins of the 
geothermal system.  The expert geologist expects that the thermal gradient, and reservoir 
temperatures, in the location of these holes is lower than in the volcanic portion of the reservoir.  The 
conceptual model suggests that the upflow zone, however, is inside a nearby national park.  
Additionally, there is evidence that fluids in the volcanic portion of the system are highly corrosive.  
Analogues in the Phillippeanes with similar vapor-rich, acidic cores have neutralized systems along the 
margins that have high enough temperatures to make them economical.  In this case, the expert would 
choose to report estimated temperatures of the outflow zone (and not the upflow zone), since this is 
where planned development will take place. 

The expert geologist reports: 

Temperature Grade: C  150-230oC 

Activity Index:  d   Extrapolated temperature: TGH/well(s); 

Execution Index: a (see details) 
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TEMPERATURE 
 
Character Grade 
Although enthalpy is the most relevant thermodynamic characteristic in describing the available heat of 
a reservoir, enthalpy cannot be measured directly. Instead, the in-situ temperature of the geothermal 
fluid is used because it represents the heat available to be transferred. Many prior geothermal 
classification systems have used temperature ranges.3  The Temperature grades in this Protocol are 
loosely based on Sanyal’s categorization4 to separate the range of possible temperatures into five 
categories, shown in Table 1 below.  These values refer to the reservoir temperature within the 
geothermal system, not the temperature of geothermal fluid measured at a wellhead. Ambient 
temperature is discussed in this protocol’s Resource Size Assessment Tool. 

Table 1:  Character Grade for Temperature Attribute 

Grade Value Range Description 
A >300°C  

or steam 
High temperature, two-phase liquid-dominated  
OR high enthalpy vapor-dominated 

B 230–<300°C Two-phase, liquid-dominated systems: 
· High temperature, high enthalpy  
· Moderate temperature, moderate enthalpy 

C 150–<230°C Moderate to low temperature, moderate to low enthalpy 
liquid-only systems 

D 90–<150°C Low temperature systems 
E <90°C Very low temperature systems 

 
As shown in Table 1, a resource with a high temperature (>300°C) is assigned a temperature character 
grade of A, while a resource with a low temperature (< 90°C) is assigned a temperature character grade 
of E.  

To report temperature grade, select the temperature value obtained from the most reliable activity 
(technique), taken in the context of the conceptual model for the system. Having multiple methods that 
provide a similar result increases likelihood the temperature value selected is reliable.  Alternatively, use 
modeled temperatures from a comprehensive reservoir model to select the temperature grade.  

                                                           

3 Muffler, L.P.J., and Cataldi, R. 1978. Methods for regional assessment of geothermal resources. Geothermics. v. 7, p. 53-89. 
Hochstein, M.P. 1988. Assessment and modeling of geothermal reservoirs (small utilization schemes). Geothermics. v. 17, n. 1, p. 15-49  
Bendritter, Y., and Cormy, G. 1990. Possible approach to geothermal research and relative costs, in Dickson, M.H., and Fanelli, M., eds., Small 

Geothermal Resources: A Guide to Development and Utilization. UNITAR, New York, p. 59-69. 
Nicholson, K. N. 1993. Geothermal Fluids. Chemistry and Exploration Techniques. 263 p. 
Axelsson, G. and Gunnlaugsson, E. 2000. Background: geothermal utilization, management and monitoring, in Long-term monitoring of high- 

and low-enthalpy fields under exploitation. World Geothermal Congress 2000 Short Course, Japan, p. 3-10 
Kaya, E., Zarrouk, S.J., O'Sullivan, M.J. 2011. Reinjection in geothermal fields: A review of worldwide experience. Renewable and Sustainable 

Energy Reviews 15: 47-68  
4 Subir K. Sanyal. 2005. Classification of Geothermal Systems: A Possible Scheme. In: Thirtieth Workshop on Geothermal Reservoir Engineering; 

2005/02/02; Stanford, California. Stanford, California: Stanford University; p. SGP-TR-176 

http://en.openei.org/wiki/Classification_of_Geothermal_Systems:_A_Possible_Scheme
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For further guidance on choosing the most likely, upper, and lower bounds of temperature estimates, 
please refer to Section I (Selecting Estimates of Reservoir Temperature) in the Resource Size Assessment 
Tool.    

Activity Index 
Research and exploration methods to evaluate temperature fall into three general areas: remote 
sensing (or surface mapping) of hydrothermal manifestations, geothermometry, and downhole 
temperature measurements obtained from drill holes. Exploration programs will likely use more than 
one activity for estimating temperature. 

Table 2 lists the activities identified and their assigned index values, ranked by the likelihood the data 
collected from these activities represent the actual reservoir temperature (in most cases).   

Table 2:  Activity Indices for Temperature Attribute 

Index Activity See Related 
Execution Index  

a Measured temperatures: Downhole temperature probe readings 
(well(s) drilled into reservoir) 

Table 3-1 

b Estimated temperatures: Geothermometry (geothermal brines 
and gases) 

Tables 3-1 to 3-6 

c Estimated temperatures: Geothermometry (immature or mixed 
fluids, inconsistent results between geothermometers)  

Tables 3-1 to 3-6 

d Extrapolated temperature: TGH/well(s); alteration mineral 
assemblages; stable isotopes;  fluid inclusion compositions  

Table  3-7 to 3-8 

e Regional heat flow data Table  3-9 
 
When selecting the appropriate Activity Index, consider the conceptual and/or reservoir model to 
choose the most representative reservoir temperature measurement.  If measurement results are 
inconsistent with the conceptual model, select the activity index that corresponds to the activity that 
was/were performed with the highest quality, i.e. their data quality corresponds to an execution index 
of A or B, (and consider reevaluating the conceptual model).  

If there is scientific reason to report other than as prescribed, it is important to note this discrepancy 
and the justification when reporting. 

Refer to the Resource Size Assessment Tool for further guidance in selecting the activity index value that 
corresponds to the most likely, upper, and lower bounds of temperature measurements.   

 
Execution Index  
For each activity used to measure temperature, the execution indices reflect how the data were verified 
relative to best practices. The index quantitatively indicates relative error and uncertainty in volume-
related exploration activities.  
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The tables below list the primary types of activity used to measure temperature.5  There are two 
important things to keep in mind: 

· These tables are not an exhaustive list of all possible analytical methods that could be used to 
determine (or estimate) temperature. Those who have used (or wish to use) an analytical 
method or technique not listed here should contact the authors of this document for guidance 
to create an appropriate execution index for reporting.  

· The criteria in these tables are not meant to be guidelines to perform these exploration 
activities, and are not an exhaustive list of all quality controls that must be performed.  It is 
assumed that all analyses are performed by an experienced professional.  These tables are for 
reporting purposes only.  

For the selected “most-representative” activity used to report temperature grade, select the 
execution index that best corresponds to the quality of information obtained.  

Example: (As shown previously): If temperature was determined from gas geothermometry, use 
Table 3-6 to determine the appropriate execution index (i.e. indicate how well the gas 
geothermometry was conducted).   If information obtained by a contractor performing the 
probe measurements can be shown to meet all the criteria in A, report the execution index 
value as A.   

  

                                                           

5 References that provide additional details on the uncertainties involved in these techniques include Henley et al., 
1984; Giggenbach and Goguel, 1989, and Fournier, 1991.  
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Table 3 -1: Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index A (Table 1) 

Index Downhole Temperature Probe 
a · Probe allowed to equilibrate  

· Cuttings and/or geophysics confirms measurement within the reservoir (i.e., downhole alteration 
mineralogy consistent with reading)  

· Repeated surveys at the same well/location  
· Frequent calibrations completed that follow a prescribed set of procedures. 

b 
 

· Probe allowed to equilibrate 
· Cuttings and/or geophysics have not confirmed measurement within the reservoir (i.e. downhole 

alteration mineralogy not consistent with readings) 
· Singular survey at the well/location 
· Frequent calibrations completed, but prescribed set of procedures are not consistently followed. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d · Probe not allowed to equilibrate 
· Cuttings and/or geophysics have not confirmed measurement within the reservoir 
· Calibrations are not completed regularly and no prescribed set of procedures exist. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 3-2: Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index B, C (Table 1) 

Index Geothermometry: Cation 
a · Water chemistry is appropriate for the geothermometer. 

· Chemistry is evaluated for mixing and boiling relationships. 
· Interpreted in combination with high-quality data on other physical parameters (pH, dissolved 

gases) 
· Multiple cation geothermometer systems (e.g. Na-K-Ca-Mg, K-Mg, and/or Li-Mg) used to 

corroborate results.   
· Cation and anion balance shows minimal gap in vast majority of samples. 
· Fluid mixing from multiple well feed points does not exist, or is known and addressed. 

b 
 

· Appropriate corrections are made to determine end members when fluid is known to have mixed 
with other water sources (e.g. seawater or nonthermal saline brine). 

· Appropriate selection of reaction systems (e.g. Na-K-Ca: separate equations for <100 °C and >100 
°C) 

· Multiple cation geothermometer systems (e.g. Na-K-Ca-Mg, K-Mg, and/or Li-Mg) used to 
corroborate results. 

· Fluid mixing from multiple well feed points not known. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d · No (or limited) corrections made even if: 
· fluid is known to have mixed with other water sources, or  
· partial pressures of CO2 and calcite precipitation are significant 

· Inappropriate application to bicarbonate or acid sulfate waters that are derived from steam heating 
of near-surface waters and interaction with geothermal gases, and where the fluid cation chemistry 
does not reflect equilibrium with minerals at reservoir conditions.  

· Cation and anion balance shows significant gap in majority of samples, without a functional 
explanation 

· Fluid mixing from multiple well feed points known, and not addressed.  

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 3-3: Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index B,C (Table 1) 

Index Geothermometry: SiO2 Phases 
a • Corrections for the following effects:  

• pH effects on silica solubility when pH > 9. 
• Salinity effects corrected for waters higher than seawater. 
• Mixing /dilution effects with other sources (groundwater or surface). 
• Use of maximum steam loss equation if steam loss is expected from sampled feature 

• Concentrations plotted against enthalpy to confirm appropriate phase selection: (<180 °C, 
chalcedony or quartz; 200–300 °C, quartz). 

• Analytical quality of results can be shown to be high (based on standards measured, sample 
replication, and calibration logs). 

• Samples collected appropriately (either diluted or acidified) to prevent silica precipitation 

b 

 

• All of the data correction best practices listed above.  
• Not plotted against enthalpy. 
• Appropriate phase selection:  

(<180 °C, chalcedony or quartz; 200–300 °C, quartz). 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Not enough information available to implement data correction best practices (e.g. erroneous pH, 
not enough information to identify dissolved silica or proportion of steam separated). 

• Significant, unexplained differences in sample results.  
• Not plotted against enthalpy. 
• Possibly inappropriate phase selection: (chalcedony at near or >180 °C, or quartz at near or >300 °C). 
• Sample not collected using appropriate methods – may have had silica precipitation, resulting in 

lower than expected values. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 3-4: Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 

 
  

  Corresponds to Activity Index B,C (Table 1 

Index Geothermometry: Isotope 
a • Multiple isotope systems (hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and/or sulphur) provide narrowly constrained 

temperature. 
• Analytical quality of results can be shown to be high (based on standards measured, sample 

replication, and calibration logs). 
• Steam and water discharge are both collected without air contamination. 

b 
 

• Some, but not all of multiple isotope systems (hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and/or sulphur) provide 
similar temperatures. 

• Corrections can be made for mixing /dilution effects with other water sources (groundwater or 
surface)—particularly relevant for oxidation of H2S. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Multiple isotope systems (hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and/or sulphur) do not yield consistent 
temperature estimates. 

• Mixing /dilution effects with other water sources are not well understood or corrected for. 
• Steam and water discharge are not separated completely, or have evidence of air contamination. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 3-5: Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index B,C (Table 1) 

Index Geothermometry: Multicomponent 
a • Complete liquid and gas analyses, particularly for Al and Fe  

• Selection of suite of minerals that have equilibrated with the geothermal fluids based on 
complimentary analyses on geologic setting and/or reservoir petrology. 

• Optimization captures key processes that may have affected fluid compositions (e.g., boiling, 
degassing, mixing). 

• Uses appropriate thermodynamic database. 
• Interpreted in combination with high-quality data on other physical parameters (pH, dissolved 

gases) 
• Multiple geothermometer systems used to corroborate results.   
• Cation and anion balance shows minimal gap in vast majority of samples. 

b 

 

• Complete liquid analyses, but no gas measurements. 
• Assignment of specific mineral phases to control Al and Fe solubility. 
• Assumption of suite of minerals that have equilibrated with the geothermal fluids based on similar 

geologic settings and/or reservoir petrology.  
• Appropriate corrections are made to determine end members when fluid is known to have mixed 

with other water sources. 
• Optimization captures some but not all processes that may have affected fluid compositions (e.g., 

boiling, degassing, mixing). 
• Any CO2 loss can be constrained accurately 
• Uses appropriate thermodynamic database. 
• Cation and anion balance shows minimal gap in vast majority of samples. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Cation and anion balance shows significant gap in majority of samples, without a functional 
explanation. 

• Application of a standard suite of minerals without any recognition of the appropriate geologic 
setting (e.g., use of alteration suite for volcanic-hosted system when reservoir rocks consist of 
altered sedimentary rocks) 

• No (or limited) optimization made even if: 
• fluid is known to have mixed with other water sources, or  
• partial pressures of CO2 and calcite precipitation are significant 
• Uses a default thermodynamic database 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings, or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 3-6: Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 

  Corresponds to Activity Index B,C (Table 1) 

Index Geothermometry: Gas 
a • High-quality samples (well gas separates, fumaroles) 

• Appropriate sampling methods to minimize air contamination.  
• Sampling minimizes interaction with shallow fluids. 
• Samples from high flow, high T (superheated) vents.  
• Complete analyses – quality. 

• H2S and SO2 
• CO and CO2. 

• Gas grid geothermometer. 
• Rh values affect results—presumed value of -2.8 based on FeO – Fe2O3 may not be appropriate. 

b 
 

• Sampling completed only from fumaroles and springs (not wells) 
• Appropriate sampling to minimize air contamination. 
• Sampling minimizes interaction with shallow fluids. 
• Samples from high T vents with low flow??  
• Complete analyses of one, but not both, of  

• H2S and SO2 
• CO and CO2. 

• Assumption of Rh value of 2.8.  

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Sampling completed from bubbling springs  
• Air contamination in some samples  
• Samples indicate some interaction with shallow fluids (depletion of gas sulfur species due to formation of 

dissolved sulfate) 
• Samples features have diffuse flow and have temperatures at or below boiling 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings, or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 3-7: Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index B,C (Table 1) 

Index Mineral Assemblages 
a • Mineralogy of multiple core samples /thin sections display similar mineral suite with or without 

significant hydrothermal alteration.  

b 

 

• Mineralogy of core samples /thin sections show similar mineral suites with at least one episode of 
significant hydrothermal alteration. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Mineralogy of core samples /thin sections show dissimilar mineral suites (i.e. significantly 
different temperature ranges) with multiple episodes of hydrothermal alteration. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings, or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 3-8:  Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index D (Table 1) 

Index TGH 
a · Analytical quality of results can be shown to be high (based on sampling replication and instrument 

calibration logs). 
· Reconnaissance completed both along known faults and thermal features as well as externally to active 

surface features. 
· Geophysical data and/or other geological knowledge have clearly identified the depth of the top of the 

reservoir. 
• Results are from stabilized logs, not initial readings. 
• TGH is drilled as deep as possible (e.g. 1000 m) to reduce distance of extrapolation 
• Temperature-depth logs are continuous 
• Knowledge of local geology/fault structure exists for the entire log depth 

b 

 

· Reconnaissance completed both nearby and outside of active surface features.  
· Geophysical data and/or other geological knowledge have identified reservoir formations, but the depth 

of the top of the reservoir is not well constrained at the TGH location. Results are from stabilized logs, 
not initial readings 

· TGH is drilled as a moderately deep hole (e.g. 500 m deep)  
· Temperature-depth logs are continuous 
· Knowledge of local geology/fault structure exists for some of the log depth 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d · Linear extrapolation suggests anomalously high temperatures in comparison to nearby locations (i.e. 
conflicting gradients) 

· Minimal probes placed given complexity of underlying geology – and none outside thermal features. 
· Results are from initial readings, with minimal or no time between drilling for “equilibrated” logs. 
· TGH holes show indications of temperature reversals with depth. 
· Temperature-depth logs are not continuous 
· Knowledge of local geology/fault structure does not exist 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings, or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 3-9:  Execution Indices for Temperature Activities 
 Corresponds to Activity Index E (Table 1) 

Index Heat flow: 2 – m Probes 
a • Reconnaissance completed in ordered grids and transects across known faults and/or other structural 

features.  
• Use of high-quality probe (such as thermocouple) with measurements of instrument error.  
• Use in areas where the groundwater aquifer is not above the geothermal system. 
• Results with significant standard deviations (outliers) eliminated prior to extrapolation to equilibrium.  
• Appropriate corrections made for climate and weather effects (e.g. albedo) and other sources of noise. 

b · Use of standard quality probes (thermistor or thermocouple) with measurements of instrument error. 
· Use in areas where the groundwater aquifer location has not been determined in respect to the 

geothermal system. 
· Some corrections made for climate and weather effects (e.g. albedo), but outliers notable. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Use in areas where shallow groundwater aquifer overlies the geothermal system. 
• Incomplete penetration due to sediment stiffness or presence of cobbles.  
• Minimal probes placed without consideration of underlying geology. 
• Measurements taken after likely shallow temperature perturbation (i.e., spring snow melt, recent 

irrigation) and extrapolated to depth.  
• No corrections made for climate and weather effects (e.g. albedo), outliers, or noise.  

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings, or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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VOLUME 
 
Character Grade 
The volume character grade captures the size of the resource  based on assessments of reservoir 
thickness and area. Geothermal systems may contain several distinct reservoirs that are isolated 
laterally and/or vertically. The volume is typically estimated using a comprehensive numerical and 
conceptual model, as 3-D reservoir modeling is likely to best approximate heterogeneity of the 
geothermal system. However, such models require several wells with long-term flow test data that can 
be used to constrain the volume. Therefore, area × thickness is often used in early phases of exploration 
to represent a geothermal reservoir, but is understood to be an oversimplification of the actual reservoir 
geometry. Guidance for combining area and thickness into a volume measurement only applies if a 
conceptual or numerical model is not yet available. 

The ranges listed in Table 4 are based on size distribution of identified geothermal resources from the 
USGS 2008 assessment. 

Table 4:  Character Grades for Volume Attribute 

Grade Value Range Description 
A >10 km3 Extremely large 
B >5–10km3 Very large 
C >2.5–5 km3 Large 
D >0.5–2.5 km3 Moderate 
E <= 0.5 km3 Small 

 

As shown in Table 4, a resource with a large volume (>10 km3) is assigned a volume character grade of A, 
while a resource with a small volume (<= 0.5 km3) would be assigned a volume character grade of E.  

To report the volume character grade, select the grade that corresponds to the modeled reservoir 
volume; or, in early stages of exploration, the volume calculated as the product of the most likely 
measurements of area and thickness.  When reporting volume, consider the conceptual model, the 
activities performed, and the quality of the data collected.  Often, several activities and data sources can 
be used to estimate areal extent and thickness estimates; greater confidence in estimates is obtained 
when independent observations yield similar results.  

For further guidance on choosing the most likely, upper, and lower bounds of volume measurements, 
please refer to the section Selecting Estimates of Reservoir Volume in the Resource Size Assessment 
Tool.   

Further details on selecting activity and execution index values are described in the following Activity 
Index and Execution Index sub-sections of Volume Grade.  

Activity Index 
The volume activity index represents the ability of exploration activities to represent the volumetric size 
of a geothermal resource. Since a geothermal reservoir is defined by the extent of useable heat, not a 
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directly measurable physical entity, such as oil or ore, volume is a calculated attribute. This protocol 
outlines activities that (indirectly) measure thickness and area components that are used to make 
volume calculations. 

The order of activities listed in Tables 5-1 and 5-2 represents the likelihood the activities will accurately 
estimate the areal extent and thickness of the geothermal system.  Whether the reported Volume Grade 
is based on a reservoir model, or the simpler Area x Thickness calculation, please report an activity index 
for both area and thickness independently.  The lower of the two indices will be used to represent the 
overall activity index for volume. 

Table 5-1: Activity Sub-Index for Volume Attribute 

Index Activity (for area) See Related 
Execution Index  

a Flow testing: multiple wells Table 6-1 
b Subsurface temperature probe: multiple wells Table 6-2 
c TEM, MT Tables 6-3, 6-4 
d Core stratigraphy, magnetic surveys Tables 6-5, 6-6 
e Field mapping / surveys of surface manifestations, distribution of 

hydrothermal alteration,  and bounding geologic structures 
Table 6-9 

 

Table 5-2: Activity Sub-Index for Volume Attribute 

Index  Activity (for thickness)  See Related 
Execution Index  

a Flow testing: multiple wells Table 6-1 
b Subsurface temperature probe: multiple wells Table 6-2 
c MT Table 6-4 
d Gravity surveys, TEM, seismic  Tables 6-3, 6-7, 6-8 
e Field mapping / surveys of surface manifestations, distribution of 

hydrothermal alteration,  and bounding geologic structures 
Table 6-9 

 

If there is scientific reason to report other than as prescribed, it is important to note this discrepancy 
and the justification when reporting. 

Refer to the Resource Size Assessment Tool for further guidance in selecting the activity index value that 
corresponds to the most likely, upper, and lower bounds of measurements for area and thickness.   

Execution Index 
For each activity used to measure volume, an execution index reflects how the data were verified 
relative to best practices. The index quantitatively indicates relative error and uncertainty in volume-
related exploration activities. 
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The tables below list the primary types of activity used to measure temperature.6  There are two 
important things to keep in mind: 

· These tables are not an exhaustive list of all possible analytical methods that could be used to 
estimate volume. Those who have used (or wish to use) an analytical method or technique not 
listed here should contact the authors of this document for guidance to create an appropriate 
execution index for reporting.  

· The criteria in these tables are not meant to be guidelines to perform these exploration 
activities, and are not an exhaustive list of all quality controls that must be performed.  It is 
assumed that all analyses are performed by an experienced professional.  These tables are for 
reporting purposes only.  

For the selected “most-representative” activity used to report volume grade, select the execution index 
that best corresponds to the quality of information obtained.  

Example:  if volume was determined from flow testing, use Table 5-1 to determine the 
appropriate execution index (i.e. indicate how well the probe readings were done).   If 
information obtained by a contractor performing the flow test measurements can be shown to 
meet all the criteria in A, report the execution index value as A.   

  

                                                           

6 References that provide additional details on the uncertainties involved in these techniques include Henley et al., 
1984; Giggenbach and Goguel, 1989, and Fournier, 1991.  
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Table 6 -1: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Thickness and Area Activity Sub-indices A (Tables 5-1 and 5-2) 

Index Flow Tests 
a • Flow tests are completed in full-size large diameter well.   

• Tests performed in multiple wells (more than 2). 
• Tests include, but are not limited to pressure buildup and falloff tests, interference tests, and tracer 

tests. 
• Results correlated with temperature and pressure logs at all wells.  

b 
 

• Flow tests are completed in small-diameter production wells.  
• Tests performed in multiple wells (2 or more).  
• Multiple test types are performed (e.g. pressure buildup and falloff tests, interference tests, and 

tracer tests), but not at all wells.   
• Results correlated with temperature and pressure logs at some, but not all, test wells.  

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Flow tests are completed in slim holes.   
• Tests performed in only 1 well. 
• Only one type of test is performed (e.g. pressure buildup and falloff tests, interference tests, etc.) 
• Results not correlated with temperature and pressure logs.  

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 6 -2: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Thickness and Area Activity Sub-indices A (Tables 5-1 and 5-2) 

Index Subsurface Temperature Probe 
a • Multiple distributed deep wells include both productive and unproductive locations, defining the 

entire field boundary.   
• Temperature gradient shows near-isothermal temperature profile. 
• Cuttings and/or geophysics confirms bottom of well  intersects the reservoir (i.e., downhole 

alteration mineralogy consistent with reading)  

b 
 

• Multiple distributed deep wells include some unproductive wells along only a portion of the field 
extent.  

• Temperature gradients mostly show near-isothermal temperature profiles. 
• Some cuttings and/or geophysics have not confirmed measurement within the reservoir (i.e., 

downhole alteration mineralogy not consistent with readings). 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Wells are drilled in limited locations and all are productive.    
• No temperature gradients show isothermal temperature profiles. 
• Cuttings and/or geophysics have not confirmed measurement within the reservoir. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 6 -3:: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Area Activity Sub-Index C  (Table 5-1) and Thickness Activity Sub-Index D (Table 5-2) 

Index TEM (Transient Electro Magnetic) 
a • Depth of survey is specifically adjusted to the resistivity of the area (e.g., few hundred meters in low 

resistivity) 
• Current is applied to the transmitter loop for a sufficient time 
• Current is shut off abruptly. 
• Measurement windows/ sampling “gates” are high resolution to capture detailed changes in signal 

amplitude 
• Conducted in area of minor external noise and interference (or survey includes a quiet remote station 

to remove noise signal) 
• Loop size is more than adequate.  
• Spacing between stations is adequately close to capture variability in features.  
• Areal extent of survey shows all field boundaries. 
• 2-D and 3-D inversions  are performed 

b 
 

• Depth of survey is appropriate to resistivity of area (few hundred meters in low resistivity, up to 1 km in 
high resistivity). 

• Current is applied to the transmitter loop for a sufficient time. 
• Current is shut off abruptly. 
• Measurement windows/ sampling “gates” are adequate to capture relevant changes in signal 

amplitude 
• Conducted in area of some – minor external noise and interference (or survey includes a quiet remote 

station that does not fully remove noise signal). 
• Loop size is appropriate for area. 
• Spacing between stations is adequately close to capture variability in features in some areas but not all.  
• Areal extent of survey shows some field boundaries but not all. 
• 2-D and/or 3-D inversions are performed  

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Effective exploration depth is not appropriately adjusted to resistivity of area (e.g.,1 km in low 
resistivity) 

• Current is not applied to the transmitter loop for a sufficient time 
• Current is not shut off abruptly. 
• Measurement windows/ sampling “gates” are too wide to capture relevant changes in signal amplitude 
• Conducted in area of significant external noise and interference (and/or survey does not include a quiet 

remote station). 
• Loop size is too small for area. 
• Spacing between stations does not adequately capture variability in features in any given area.  
• Areal extent of survey does not indicate field boundaries. 
• 2-D inversions are performed  

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 6 -4: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Area Activity Sub-Index C  (Table 5-1) and Thickness Activity Sub-Index C (Table 5-2) 

Index MT (Magnetotelluric) 
a • Local resistivity anomalies are known, and have been used to manually correct the telluric shift (e.g. 

through inversion of TEM results) 
• Minimal incidents of signal noise (such as cultural interference) (or survey includes a quiet remote 

station to remove noise signal) 
• Measurements are taken over several hours at each site.  
• Frequency of the signal is appropriate to the depth being probed (e.g. 0.00001–10 Hz for deep crustal 

investigations and 10–1000 Hz for upper crust features). 
• Spacing between stations is adequately close to capture variability in features.  
• Areal extent of survey shows all field boundaries. 
• 2-D and  3-D inversions are performed  

b 
 

• Local resistivity anomalies are fairly well known, and have been used to manually correct the telluric 
shift.  

• Some incidents of signal noise (such as cultural interference) (or survey includes a quiet remote 
station that does not fully remove noise signal). 

• Measurements are taken over several hours at each site.  
• Frequency of the signal is appropriate to the depth being probed. 
• Spacing between stations is adequately close to capture variability in features.  
• Areal extent of survey shows all field boundaries. 
• 2-D and/or 3-D inversions are performed  

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Local resistivity anomalies are not well known, and corrections to the telluric shift are assumed. 
• Some significant incidents of signal noise (and/or survey does not include a quiet remote station). 
• Measurements are taken for the minimum time possible at each site.  
• Frequency of the signal not fully appropriate to the depth being probed. 
• Spacing between stations does not adequately capture variability in features in any given area.  
• Areal extent of survey does not indicate field boundaries. 
• 2-D inversions are performed  

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 6 -5: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Area Activity Sub-Index D (Table 5-1) 

Index Core Stratigraphy 
a • Well cuttings and core have been taken over a wide areal extent to map fine relationships between 

intrusive complexes, aureoles of hydrothermal alteration, and geologic structures (faults) 
(i.e.Stratigraphic sequences correlated across multiple cores). 

• Surface geologic mapping has been completed in sufficient detail to correspond with structures at 
depth (i.e. Frequency of faulting and fracture orientation measured.) 

• Analysis conducted both during and after drilling.  
• Includes combination of visual inspection by binocular microscope, petrographic thin sections, XRD 

clay analysis, and selected fluid inclusion measurements. 

b 

 

• Well cuttings and core are complete enough to confirm major relationships between intrusive 
complexes, aureoles of hydrothermal alteration, and geologic structures (faults) (i.e. Stratigraphic 
sequences correlated across multiple cores). 

• Surface geologic mapping has been completed in sufficient detail to estimate structures at depth. 
• Includes combination of visual inspection by binocular microscope, petrographic thin sections, and 

XRD clay analysis. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Well cuttings and core are not complete enough to confirm major relationships between intrusive 
complexes, aureoles of hydrothermal alteration, and geologic structures (faults). (i.e. Stratigraphic 
sequences not followed across multiple cores). 

• Surface geologic mapping has not been completed in sufficient detail to estimate structures at depth, 
or frequency of faulting and fracture orientation. 

• Includes combination of visual inspection by binocular microscope and petrographic thin sections. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 6 -6: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Area Activity Sub-Index D (Table 5-1) 

Index  Magnetic Surveys 
a • On-the-ground measurements are spaced in parallel profiles or grids at high resolution for the 

features under investigation.  
• Survey lines are tailored in detail to follow geologic strike.  
• Initial clear magnetic signature is seen, and historical alteration events are known/well studied.  
• Aeromagnetic surveys of large scale features are available to compliment on-the-ground results – 

particularly in sedimentary basins. 
• Location of magnetic signatures can be corroborated with other methods (e.g., gravity).  

b 
 

• On-the-ground measurements are spaced in parallel profiles or grids at an appropriate resolution for 
the features under investigation.  

• Survey lines follow geologic strike, where known.  
• Location of magnetic signatures cannot be corroborated with other methods, but contains GPS 

corrections to within 5 meters. 
• Data gaps due to land access issues /steep terrain were overcome by fixed-wing aeromagnetic 

surveys. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Land access issues /steep terrain only allow intermittent sampling. 
• Measurements of local structures are inferred from lower-resolution aeromagnetic surveys.  
• Local structure investigations on the ground are pieced together to infer deeper intrusions, without an 

aeromagnetic survey.  
• Location of magnetic signatures cannot be corroborated with other methods, and conditions force 

GPS correction accuracy > 5 meters. 
• Survey lines are north-south, without consideration of geologic strike 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 6 -7: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Thickness Activity Sub-Index D (Table 5-2) 

Index Gravity Surveys 
a • The line direction is positioned perpendicular to the dominant geologic strike. 

• Intervals are spaced finely enough to individually characterize all anticipated anomalies.  
• Precise measurements of altitude, rock mass, and local topography used to inform corrections.  
• Deep wells exist that can be used to constrain gravity model 

b 
 

• The line direction is positioned perpendicular to the dominant geologic strike.  
• Intervals are spaced finely enough to individually characterize all anticipated anomalies.  
• Precise measurements of altitude, and rock mass, are used to inform corrections. Local topographic 

maps are used, but are of unknown quality/ not recently updated. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Use of precise values for altitude, rock mass, and/or topography, thereby estimating free-air, 
Bouguer, and/or terrain corrections. 

• Intervals spaced to capture some (but not all) anomalies.  
• Sampling includes only one measurement per anomaly.  
• Line direction is not fully perpendicular to dominant geologic strike (or strike is not known). 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 6 -8: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Thickness Activity Sub-Index D (Table 5-2) 

Index Active Seismic Reflection 
a • Used in areas primarily dominated or overlain by sedimentary formations. 

• Depth penetration of active seismic signal reaches reservoir and clay cap. 
• Geophones are appropriately grounded and secured.  
• Survey array provides high resolution coverage (for both depth and areal extent) in areas of desired 

feature discovery. 

b 
 

• Depth penetration indicates clay cap, but no significant reach into the reservoir itself. 
• Geophones are appropriately grounded and secured, although in loose soil in some areas. 
• Survey array adequately corresponds to desired feature discovery. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Used in areas primarily dominated by highly fractured crystalline rock types (i.e., high uncertainty in 
interpretation).  

• Depth penetration does not reach reservoir or clay cap. 
• Geophones have not been checked for security or grounding, or are within very loose soil.  
• Survey array is sparse, with little correspondence to desired feature discovery. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 6 -9: Execution Indices for Volume Activities 

 Corresponds to Area Activity Sub-Index E  (Table 5-1) and Thickness Activity Sub-Index E (Table 5-2) 

Index Field Mapping 
a • Field studies include comprehensive fault kinematics and stress, overlying stratigraphy, and location 

of surficial manifestations 
• Mapping is completed at a fine level of detail within the exploration area.  
• Mapped characteristics and zones of identified hydrothermal alteration are supported by the use of 

remote sensing data (such as satellite imagery, air photos, LiDAR, etc.) 

b 
 

• Field studies include comprehensive stratigraphy, fault geometry, and location of surficial 
manifestations, but minimal study of fault kinematics. 

• Mapping is completed at a moderate level of detail within the exploration area (e.g. major faults).  
• Mapped characteristics and zones of identified hydrothermal alteration are partially supported by 

the use of remote sensing data (such as satellite imagery, air photos, LiDAR, etc.) 

c • Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 
little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Field studies include cursory stratigraphic and fault geometry review, adequate location of surficial 
manifestations, and no fault kinematics. 

• Mapping is completed at a high level of detail within the exploration area (e.g. regional features 
only).  

• Mapped characteristics and zones of identified hydrothermal alteration are not supported/verified 
by the use of remote sensing data (such as satellite imagery, air photos, LiDAR, etc.) 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 

 

Constraints to surficial mapping of features to identify the extent of the geothermal system not only 
include the level of detail of the mapping itself, but externalities such as the nature of the exposures 
(bedrock versus alluvium cover), the amount of vegetation, and the amount of topographic relief. The 
severity of these issues is not discussed here, but as a component of the “resource access” attribute of 
the Technical Assessment Tool.   
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PERMEABILITY 
 
Character Grade 
Unlike temperature and volume, a classification system does not currently exist to characterize a 
geothermal reservoir’s permeability. Geothermal reservoirs exhibit two types of permeability: matrix 
permeability and fracture permeability, which tend to differ by orders of magnitude. The bulk of the 
fluid, however, is typically contained in matrix pores.  Although “representative” permeability values are 
often reported as Kh (or horizontal permeability) values, this singular value does not represent the 
heterogeneous nature of the system; the connection between the fracture network and the pore fluids 
is more critical than the values themselves.  

Due to difficulty in defining quantitative values for permeability applicable to all geothermal resources, 
this protocol approximates differences in permeability through qualitative categories, as shown in 
Tables 7-1 to 7-4 below.  Use these tables to report permeability sub-grades. 

Table 7-1: Permeability Sub-Character: Fracture Orientation  

Grade Description Fracture Orientation 
A Very High In line with stress field, and intersecting 

B High In line with stress field, with some intersection 
C Medium Intersection, but not in line with stress field 
D Low Not in line with stress field, with some intersection 

E Very Low Perpendicular to stress field, little to no intersection 

 
Table 8-2: Permeability Sub-Character: Effective Aperature 

 
  

Grade Description Effective Aperture 
A Very High Very large   (>10 mm) 

B High Large   (>5-10 mm) 

C Medium Moderate  (>3-5 mm) 

D Low Small  (>1-3 mm)  

E Very Low Very small  (≤ 1 mm) 
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Table 9-3: Permeability Sub-Character: Mineralization 

Grade Description Mineralization 
A Very High Minimal evidence of precipitation in fractures or 

vesicles (<10%) – alteration only  

B High Some evidence of calcite precipitation (<25%)– 
mostly alteration with remaining permeability  

C Medium Mineral precipitation evident (< 33%) but not 
pervasive 

D Low Areas of significant secondary mineralization or clay 
alteration ( < or = 50% of fractures filled) 

E Very Low Significant mineralization – (>50% of fractures) filled 
with clay and mineral filled vesicles/vugs 

 

Table 10-4: Permeability Sub-Character: Fracture Distribution 

Grade Description Fracture Distribution7 
A Very High Fractures consistently distributed (.005-.5 m) 
B High Fractures moderately distributed (.05 -5 m) 

C Medium Fractures or faults inconsistently distributed (5-10 m) 
D Low Singular or few dominant faults (10-25 m)  – 

connected  
E Very Low Singular or few dominant faults (25- 50 m)– no 

interaction 
 

Another aspect of fracture permeability that is important (and hard to quantify) is the distribution of 
fracture lengths. Core samples and image logs provide constraints on the strike, dip, frequency, 
mineralization, and aperture of fractures, but not fracture length. Due to this uncertainty in measuring 
representative fracture length and length distribution, this feature is not included in the above index.  

For each of the sub-characters, report the grade that most represents that resource’s behavior.  

Example: as shown in Table 7-4, a resource with consistent fracture distribution would be 
assigned a fracture distribution grade of A, while a resource with alteration filling all openings 
(Table 7-3) would be assigned a mineralization grade of E.   

                                                           

7 https://pangea.stanford.edu/ERE/db/WGC/papers/WGC/2015/12030.pdf 
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Though the grades for fracture orientation, effective aperture, mineralization, and fracture distribution 
are independent, report the grade that best represents the largest influence over the permeability of 
the system.  

Example: if the mineralization grade and fracture aperture grade are A, and the feature 
distribution grade is B, report the fluid permeability grade B if the fractures are notably limiting 
the overall resource permeability.  

When reporting Permeability Grade, consider the conceptual model, the activities performed, and the 
quality of the data collected.  Often, several activities and data sources can be used to estimate 
permeability; greater confidence in estimates is obtained when independent observations yield similar 
results.  

Refer to the Activity Index and Execution Index sub-sections of this Permeability Grade section for more 
details on activities to evaluate permeability characteristics.  For further guidance on choosing the most 
likely, upper, and lower bounds on estimates of permeability, please refer to the section Selecting 
Estimates of Recovery Factor in the Resource Size Assessment Tool.    

Activity Index 
Permeability cannot be directly measured. The Activity Index (Table 8) lists activities ordered by their 
ability to represent reservoir permeability. For example, the transmissivity of a reservoir can be directly 
determined through flow tests (grade a), which can be used to constrain the overall permeability. 

Table 8: Activity Indices for Permeability Attribute 

Index Activity See Related 
Execution Index 

a 

For 1 well, combination of flow tests including:  
· Step-rate injectivity or productivity tests 
· Image log and/or core description;  
· Pressure-temperature-spinner (PTS) Logs, or 
· Distributed Temperature Sensor (DTS) Log. 

For multiple wells, combination of:  
· Pressure build-up/draw-down flow test  
· Tracer tests 

Table 9-1, 9-2, 
9-3 

b 
Lithologic cores (and laboratory measurements); Formation 
Microimaging (FMI)- BHTV; Table 9-4, 9-5 

c Fault dilation analysis,  Acoustic Reflectivity Table 9-6 

d 
Vertical Seismic Profiling (VSP) and reflection seismic; passive 
seismic Table 9-7, 9-8 

e Structural field mapping; distribution of thermal features Table 9-9 

 

Decisions on the most appropriate Activity Index to report should be done within the context of the 
conceptual model. This integrated approach, which incorporates all types of permeability data, is likely 
to better capture the heterogeneity in the reservoir.  Though the indices for Fracture Orientation, 
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Mineralization, Effective Aperture and Fracture Distribution are independent, report the Activity Index 
for the grade that best represents the largest influence over the permeability of the system.  

Example:  if the Activity Index for Mineralization and Fracture Aperture is A, and for Feature 
Distribution is B, but the fracture distribution is the limiting factor to access overall permeability, 
report the Activity Index as B. 

If there is scientific reason to report other than as prescribed, it is important to note this discrepancy 
and the justification when reporting. 

Refer to the Resource Size Assessment Tool for further guidance in selecting the activity index value that 
corresponds to the most likely, upper, and lower bounds of measurements for permeability.   

Execution Index 
For each activity used to measure volume, an Execution Index reflects how the data were verified 
relative to best practices. The index quantitatively indicates relative error and uncertainty in 
permeability-related exploration activities. 

The tables below list the primary types of activity used to measure permeability.8  There are two 
important things to keep in mind: 

· These tables are not an exhaustive list of all possible analytical methods that could be used to 
estimate permeability. Those who have used (or wish to use) an analytical method or technique 
not listed here should contact the authors of this document for guidance to create an 
appropriate execution index for reporting.  

· The criteria in these tables are not meant to be guidelines to perform these exploration 
activities, and are not an exhaustive list of all quality controls that must be performed.  It is 
assumed that all analyses are performed by an experienced professional.  These tables are for 
reporting purposes only.  

For the selected “most-representative” activity used to report permeability grade, select the execution 
index that best corresponds to the quality of information obtained.  

Example: If permeability was inferred from flow testing, use Table 9-1 to determine the 
appropriate execution index (i.e. indicate how well the probe readings were done).   If 
information obtained by a contractor performing the flow test measurements can be shown to 
meet all the criteria in A, the report the index value as A.   

 

                                                           

8 References that provide additional details on the uncertainties involved in these techniques include Henley et al., 
1984; Giggenbach and Goguel, 1989, and Fournier, 1991.  
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Table 9-1: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index A (Table 8) 

Index Flow Tests 
a • Flow tests are completed in full-size large diameter well.   

• Tests performed in multiple wells (more than 2). 
• Tests include, but are not limited to pressure buildup and falloff tests, interference tests, step-rate 

tests, and tracer tests. 
• Results correlated with temperature and pressure logs at all wells.  

b 
 

• Flow tests are completed in small-diameter production wells.  
• Tests performed in multiple wells (2 or more).  
• Multiple test types are performed (e.g. pressure buildup and falloff tests, interference tests, step-

rate tests, and tracer tests), but not at all wells.   
• Results correlated with temperature and pressure logs at some, but not all, test wells.  

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Flow tests are completed in slim holes.   
• Tests performed in only 1 well. 
• Only one type of test is performed (e.g. pressure buildup and falloff tests, step-rate tests, 

interference tests, etc) 
• Results not correlated with temperature and pressure logs. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 9-2: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index A (Table 8) 

Index Tracer Test 
a • Measured at regular, frequent intervals  

• Measured directly online using a dedicated portable analyzer 
• Liquid- and vapor-phase tracers are injected with precisely metered rates  

• Tracer is conservative and not thermally sensitive. 
• Tracer is injected as aliquots over time  
• Small, known quantity of fluid is injected after the tracer  

b 
 

• Measured directly on site, but not real time. 
• Liquid- and vapor-phase tracers are injected with precisely metered rates 

• Tracer is conservative but exhibits some thermal sensitivity.  
• Tracer is injected as either aliquots over time or as a single slug 
• Moderately large, but known, quantity of fluid is injected after the tracer 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Not measured directly on site 
• Liquid- and vapor-phase tracers are injected with some error (metered rates are not consistent) 
• Tracer is neither conservative nor thermally sensitive. 
• Tracer is injected as a single slug 
• Moderately large unmeasured quantity of fluid is injected after the tracer 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 9-3: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index B (Table 8) 

Index Temperature Logs 

a • Log is differentiated by depth (i.e., possible to monitor geothermal gradient). 
• Known lithologic descriptions available to verify variability from corresponding cores. 
• Log was run under flowing conditions 
• DTS and/or PTS logs clearly identify depths and magnitude of fluid entries in the well bore  
• Rate of wireline temperature log is slow enough to resolve all fluid entry depths with other 

measurements.   

b • Log is differentiated by depth (i.e., possible to monitor geothermal gradient).  
• Known lithologic descriptions available, but created from drill cuttings, not cores.  
• Log was run under injecting conditions 
• DTS and/or PTS logs identify some, but not all, depths and magnitude of fluid entries in the well 

bore  
• Rate of wireline temperature log is slow enough to resolve some fluid entry depths with other 

measurements.   

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 
little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Log is not differentiated by depth.  
• Lithologic descriptions are not available.  
• Log was run under static conditions 
• DTS and/or PTS logs identify few depths and magnitude of fluid entries in the well bore Rate of 

wireline temperature log is too fast to resolve fluid entry depths with other measurements.   

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 9-4: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index B (Table 8) 

Index Lithologic Cores 
a • Core oriented with an image log. 

• Follows consistent labeling, record keeping, and description methods. 
• Hydrothermal alteration minerals examined in thin section. 
• Frequency of faulting and fracture orientation measured. 
• Stratigraphic sequences followed in plane view across multiple cores.  

b 
 

• Core oriented by visual inspection. 
• Follows consistent labeling, record keeping, and description methods. 
• Hydrothermal alteration minerals examined in thin section. 
• Frequency of faulting and fracture orientation measured. 
• Stratigraphic sequences followed in plane view across multiple cores. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Core received from previous studies and/or core is not oriented. 
• Evidence of inconsistent labeling, record keeping, and description methods. 
• Spot examinations of hydrothermal alteration minerals in thin section. 
• Frequency of faulting and fracture direction noted 
• No cohesive map correlating stratigraphic sequences from regional cores. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 9-5: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index C (Table 8) 

Index FMI Logs 
a • Combined with other geophysical wireline measurements (e.g., azimuthal resistivity imager, or 

induction imager) 
• Available for significant thickness/depth of reservoir (i.e., able to identify heterogeneity) 
• Evaluated  for fractures, faults, stress direction, and lithology 
• Corresponds to other lithology cores and subsurface geology  

b 
 

• Combined with minimal geophysical wireline measurements (e.g., temperature, pressure) 
• Available for significant proportion of reservoir  
• Evaluated for fractures, faults, stress direction, and lithology 
• Minimally corresponds to other lithology cores and subsurface geology (e.g., cannot fully trace 

faults). 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Combined with no other geophysical wireline measurements (e.g., temperature, pressure) 
• Available for small, limited piece of reservoir.  
• Evaluated for some, but not all: stress direction, fractures, faults, and lithology 
• Does not correspond to other lithology cores and subsurface geology (e.g., cannot fully trace 

faults). 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 9-6: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index C (Table 8) 

Index  Acoustic Reflectivity 
a • Acoustic caliper, transit times, and amplitude of televiewer logs are collected at high quality to 

identify fine fracture permeability.  
• Location, strike and dip of fractures, and lithologic contacts can be identified in all logs.  
• Entire signal is digitized as waveform.  
• Cycle skipping can be constrained to identify fractures (i.e., not due to improper signal, detection 

level, or gas in the fluid).  
• Spacing (1-ft receiver) allows identification of lithologic contacts as sharp deflections.. 

b 
 

• Acoustic caliper, transit times, and amplitude of televiewer logs are collected at sufficiently high 
quality to identify fracture-driven permeability.  

• Location, strike and dip of fractures, and lithologic contacts can be identified in vast majority of 
logs.  

• Entire signal is digitized as waveform.  
• Cycle skipping can mostly be constrained to identify fractures (i.e., minor issues due to improper 

signal, detection level, or gas).  
• Spacing (1-ft receiver) allows identification of lithologic contacts as sharp deflections 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Acoustic caliper, transit times, and amplitude of televiewer logs are collected at moderate quality, 
enough to identify fracture-driven permeability.  

• Location, strike and dip of fractures, and lithologic contacts can be identified in most logs.  
• Entire signal is digitized as waveform.  
• Cycle skipping prevents fracture identification (i.e., identifiable issues due to improper signal, 

detection level, or gas in the fluid).  
• Spacing does not allow identification of lithologic contacts as sharp deflections. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 9-7: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index D (Table 8) 

Index VSP and Reflection Seismic  
a • Results correspond (or can be tied to) fracture systems and stratigraphy represented in well logs. 

• Interpreted sections identify major seismic reflectors and faults on top of the actual data.  
• Cross sections are provided both with and without interpretation.  
• 3-D reflection results  
• VSP available along with multicomponent surface data. 
• Appropriate inversions and corrections to explain amplitude and frequency variation. 

b 
 

• Results mostly correspond with fracture systems and well log stratigraphy. 
• Interpreted sections are provided both with and without interpretation.  
• 3-D reflection results  
• VSP available along with multicomponent surface data 
• Most appropriate corrections to explain amplitude and frequency variation (i.e., frequency 

dependent (AVO-AVA) as a function of azimuth) 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Results can only be tentatively related to fracture systems and well log stratigraphy. 
• Cross sections are provided with interpretation only.  
• 2-D reflection results  
• VSP not available with multicomponent data 
• No (or limited ) corrections to explain amplitude and frequency variation 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 9-8: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index D (Table 8) 

Index Passive Seismic 
a • Pumping tests monitoring seismicity with pressure changes have been completed.  

•  Extensive knowledge of subsurface seismic velocities: Well-documented historical records of 
natural seismic activity covering the entire geothermal field OR significant time series and resolution 
to identify areas of active faults and fissures.  

• High quality subsurface geophones and detailed gridded monitoring network 

b 

 

• Pumping tests have been completed, and seismicity partially monitored (selected areas, or only 
after evidence of earthquakes).  

• Documented historical records of natural seismic activity covering the majority of geothermal field 
OR time series and resolution to identify areas of active faults and fissures.  

• Moderate quality subsurface geophones and/or planned monitoring network 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little or 
limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Pumping tests have been completed, and seismicity partially monitored (selected areas, or only 
after evidence of earthquakes).  

• Historical records of natural seismic activity covering the selected areas of the geothermal field OR 
seismicity assumed from analog areas. 

• Interpretations of permeability and active faults completed by an analyst with <2 years experience. 
• No or low-quality subsurface geophones and/or minimal monitoring network 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby areas. 
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Table 9-9: Execution Indices for Permeability Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Index E (Table 8) 

Index Field Mapping –Structures and Thermal Features 
a • Analyst interpreting results has >5 years field experience interpolating deformational and 

faulting characteristics in the subsurface from surficial outcrops or scarps. 
• Field studies include comprehensive fault kinematics and stress, overlying stratigraphy, and 

location of surficial manifestations 

b • Analyst interpreting results has >2 years field experience interpolating deformational and 
faulting characteristics in the subsurface from surficial outcrops or scarps. 

• Field studies include comprehensive stratigraphy, fault geometry, and location of surficial 
manifestations, but minimal study of fault kinematics. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 
little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Analyst has minimal background (6 months – 2 years) field experience interpreting 
deformational and faulting characteristics in the subsurface from surficial outcrops or 
scarps.Field studies include cursory stratigraphic and fault geometry review, adequate location 
of surficial manifestations, and no fault kinematics. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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FLUID CHEMISTRY 
 
Character Grade 
The chemical composition of the geothermal fluids determines its reactivity – both with the surrounding 
rock and the well casing and piping of a geothermal project. The chemistry of a geothermal system can 
be an immediate deterrent to further exploration if found to be too caustic for traditional equipment. 
This Protocol does not fingerprint all types of geothermal waters; instead, the Fluid Chemistry Grade is 
focused on the characteristics of geothermal chemistry that may impede or benefit development.  

There are multiple facets of brine and gas chemistry that affect reactivity: for example, low pH fluids can 
cause corrosion, while highly saline fluids can cause mineral precipitation, i.e. “scaling.” The tables 
below present four sub-indices to characterize reactive chemistry, ranked in increasing reactivity: pH, 
bicarbonate, total dissolved solids, and silica.    

Table 10-1: Fluid Chemistry Sub-Character: Total Dissolved Solid Content 

 

 

Table 10-2: Fluid Chemistry Sub-Character: pH 

 

 
 

 

 

Table 10-3: Fluid Chemistry Sub-Character: Bicarbonate Content 

 

 
 

Index Total Dissolved Solids Description 
a <1,000 ppm Ideal 

b 1,000- <5,000 ppm Favorable 

c 5,000 - <20,000 ppm Challenging 

d 20,000 - 100,000 ppm Difficult 

e > 100,000 ppm Acidic/Caustic 

Index pH (at STP) Description 
a 7.0 Ideal 

b 5.6 to < 7 or > 7 to 8.4  Favorable 

c 4.5 to <5.6 or  > 8.4 to 10 Challenging 

d 3 to < 4.5  or  > 10 to 11 Difficult 

e << 3 or > 11  Acidic/Caustic 

Index Bicarbonate Description 
a 7.0 ription S Ideal 

b 6.0 liption Su Favorable 

c 5.0 rableon Sub Challenging 

d 4.0 leng5.0 RSI Difficult 

e <4.0 RSI Acidic/Caustic 
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Table 10-4: Fluid Chemistry Sub-Character: Silica Content 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

For each of the sub-characters, report the grade that most represents that resource’s behavior.  

Though the grades for total dissolved solids, pH, bicarbonate, and silica are independent, report the 
grade that corresponds to the most severe outcomes.   

When reporting Fluid Chemistry Grade, consider the conceptual model, the activities performed, and 
the quality of the data collected.  Often, several activities and data sources can be used to understand 
fluid chemistry; greater confidence in estimates is obtained when independent observations yield 
similar results.  

Refer to the Activity Index and Execution Index sub-sections of this Fluid Chemistry Grade section for 
more details on activities used to evaluate fluid chemistry characteristics.  

Activity Index 
The chemistry of reservoir brines and gases is interpreted through various analytical methods.  The 
Activity Indices (Tables 11-1 through 11-4) list activities ordered by their ability to represent fluid 
chemistry.  The multiple sub-indices below reflect that an understanding of a system’s chemistry is 
characterized by multiple factors, including pH, bicarbonate, silica, and total dissolved solid 
concentrations.  

Table 11-1: Fluid Chemistry Activity Sub-Index: for estimating Total Dissolved Solids 

Index Activity (for total dissolved solids) See Related 
Execution Index 

a 
Chemical analyses of steam and water/brine 
fractions: produced wells  

Surface water samples: chloride springs  

Tables 12-1 
b 

c 

d 

e Subsurface temperature or conductivity probe Table 12-2 

Index Silica Description 
a <300 ppm Ideal 

b 300- <400 ppm Favorable 

c 400- <600 ppm Challenging 

d 600- <800 ppm Difficult 

e >800 ppm Acidic/Caustic 
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Table 11-2: Fluid Chemistry Activity Sub-Index: for estimating pH 

Index Activity (for pH) See Related 
Execution Index 

a Probe – reservoir fluid directly sampled in field Table 12-3 

b Probe 12reservoir fluid directly sampled in f Table 12-3 

c Paper test strips in field Table 12-4 

d Probe – bottled reservoir fluid in lab Table 12-3 

e Probe – bottled mixed fluid in lab Table 12-3 

 

Table 11-3: Fluid Chemistry Activity Sub-Index: for estimating Bicarbonate 

Index Activity (for bicarbonate) See Related 
Execution Index 

a Titration – reservoir fluid Table 12-5 

b Calculation from analysis of Total CO
2
  

c 
Alkalinity – immediate titration of reservoir fluid in 
field Table 12-5 

d Alkalinity – titration of bottled fluid in lab Table 12-5 

e Calculated / assumed from pH alone  

 

Table 11-4: Fluid Chemistry Activity Sub-Index: for estimating Silica 

Index Activity (for silica) See Related 
Execution Index 

a Ion chromatograph  Table 12-6 

b Colorimeter – Molybdosilicate method Table 12-7 

c Colorimeter – Heteropoly Blue method Table 12-8 

d Pocket colorimeter/ test kit Table 12-9 

e Surface manifestations Table 12-10 

 

Decisions on the most appropriate Activity Index to report should be done within the context of the 
conceptual model. This integrated approach, which incorporates all types of fluid chemistry data, is 
likely to better capture the heterogeneity in the reservoir.  Though the indices for total dissolved solids, 
pH, bicarbonate, and silica are independent, report the Activity Index for the grade that best represents 
the largest influence over the fluid chemistry of the system.  
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Example: If the Activity Index for pH and Silica is A, and Total Dissolved Solids is B, but the 
limiting factor is the amount of scale, the Activity Index should be reported as B. 

If there is scientific reason to report other than as prescribed, it is important to note this discrepancy 
and the justification when reporting. 

Execution Index 
For each activity used to assess fluid chemistry, an Execution Index reflects how the data were verified 
relative to best practices. The index quantitatively indicates relative error and uncertainty in fluid 
chemistry-related exploration activities. 

The tables below list the primary types of activity used to measure permeability.9  There are two 
important things to keep in mind: 

· These tables are not an exhaustive list of all possible analytical methods that could be used to 
assess fluid chemistry. Those who have used (or wish to use) an analytical method or technique 
not listed here should contact the authors of this document for guidance to create an 
appropriate execution index for reporting.  

· The criteria in these tables are not meant to be guidelines to perform these exploration 
activities, and are not an exhaustive list of all quality controls that must be performed.  It is 
assumed that all analyses are performed by an experienced professional.  These tables are for 
reporting purposes only.  

For the selected “most-representative” activity used to report fluid chemistry grade, select the 
execution index that best corresponds to the quality of information obtained. 

Example: If chemistry was determined from titration, use Table 12-1 to determine the 
appropriate execution index (i.e. indicate how well the titrations were done).   If information 
obtained by a contractor performing the titrations can be shown to meet all the criteria in A,  
report A as the execution index value.   

 

  

                                                           

9 References that provide additional details on the uncertainties involved in these techniques include Henley et al., 
1984; Giggenbach and Goguel, 1989, and Fournier, 1991.  
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Table 12-1: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Sub-Index for Total Dissolved Solids: A, B, C, D 

Index Field Sampling 

a • Gas and water phases measured; different phases were sampled with a mini-separator. 
• Temperature, conductivity, and pH probes used within recommended operating temperatures  
• All probes calibrated in lab daily prior to field work. 
• All probes operating well within detection limits.  

b • Mini-separator has some leakage in capturing gas-liquid phase fractions, but issues are 
correctable and identifiable.  

• All probes calibrated at least once / week during field work. 
• All probes operating within detection limits for majority of sample locations. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 
little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Gas-water mini-separator does not always completely separate. 
• Temperature, conductivity, and pH probes used at top end of recommended operating 

temperatures  
• No known or regularly scheduled calibration schedule. 
• Probe detection limits are not sensitive to majority of sample chemistries. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-2: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Sub-Index for Total Dissolved Solids: E 

Index Subsurface Temperature Probe 
a • Multiple distributed deep wells include both productive and unproductive locations, defining the 

entire field boundary.   
• Temperature gradient shows near-isothermal temperature profile. 
• Cuttings and/or geophysics confirms bottom of well intersects the reservoir (i.e., downhole 

alteration mineralogy consistent with reading)  
b • Multiple distributed deep wells include some unproductive wells along only a portion of the field 

extent.  
• Temperature gradients mostly show near-isothermal temperature profiles. 
• Some cuttings and/or geophysics have not confirmed measurement within the reservoir (i.e., 

downhole alteration mineralogy not consistent with readings). 
c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 

little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 
d • Wells are drilled in limited locations and all are productive.    

• No temperature gradients show isothermal temperature profiles. 
• Cuttings and/or geophysics have not confirmed measurement within the reservoir. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-3: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Sub-Index for pH: A,B,D,E 

Index Laboratory probe sampling  

a • Strict sampling protocols for rinsing and sealing bottles  
• All probes calibrated daily  

b • Sampling protocols for rinsing and sealing bottles, implemented with some variation between 
researchers. 

• All probes calibrated at least once / week. 
• All probes operating within detection limits for majority of samples. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 
little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • No set sampling protocols for rinsing and sealing bottles specific to methods. 
• No known or regularly scheduled calibration schedule. 
• Probe detection limits are not sensitive to majority of sample chemistries. 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-4: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Sub-Index for pH: C 

Index Paper pH test strips 
a • Test strips stored in sealed, covered packages in a controlled climate out of sunlight.  

• Excess water thoroughly removed before color comparison 
• Matching of test strip to color key occurred consistently after wait time prescribed by 

manufacturer.  
b • Test strips stored in covered packages, but in sunlight or extreme temperature. 

• Excess water only partially removed before color comparison.  
• Matching of test strip to color key did not occur consistently after wait time prescribed by 

manufacturer. 
c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 

little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 
d • Test strips exposed to oxygen, sunlight, or extreme temperatures during storage 

• Excess water not removed before color comparison. 
• Test strip matched immediately (i.e. no reaction time). 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-5: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Sub-Index for bicarbonate: A,C.D 

Index Alkalinity titration  
a • Samples immediately acidified 

• pH probe calibrated immediately prior to titration 
• Supplemented and/or corrected using reservoir field pH measurements 
• Supplemented by charge balance (separate sample measurements of cation and anion 

concentrations)  
b • Samples titrated within 24 hours 

• pH probe calibrated immediately prior to titration 
• Supplemented by charge balance (separate sample measurements of cation and anion 

concentrations) for selected locations 
c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 

little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 
d • Samples titrated at some point after 24 hours  

• pH probe not calibrated immediately prior to titration 
• No additional supporting data 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-6: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Activity Sub-Index for silica: A 

Index Ion Chromatograph 
a • Reagent stored in polyurethane bottles.  

• Dilution within calibration range for all runs 
• Calibration done on regular schedule 
• Standards measured at or near face value 

b • Reagent stored in polyurethane bottles. 
• Dilution within calibration range for most runs 
• Calibration done on regular, but not frequent, schedule 
• Standards measured at or near face value 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 
little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Reagent stored in glass bottles. 
• Calibration done on regular, but not frequent, schedule 
• Not diluted to within calibration range 
• Standards significantly deviate from face value 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-7: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Sub-Activity Index for Silica: B 
Index Colorimeter – Molybdosilicate method 

a • Reagent stored in polyurethane bottles.  
• Dilution within calibration range for all runs 
• Calibration done on regular schedule 
• Standards measured at or near face value 

b • Reagent stored in polyurethane bottles. 
• Dilution within calibration range for most runs 
• Calibration done on regular, but not frequent, schedule 
• Standards measured at or near face value 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 
little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Reagent stored in glass bottles. 
• Calibration done on regular, but not frequent, schedule 
• Not diluted to within calibration range 
• Standards significantly deviate from face value 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-8: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Sub-Activity Index for Silica: C 

Index Colorimeter – Heteropoly Blue 

a • Reagent nearly new  
• Dilution within calibration range for all runs 
• Calibration done on regular schedule 
• Standards measured at or near face value 

b • Reagent near two-month shelf life 
• Dilution within calibration range for most runs 
• Calibration done on regular, but not frequent, schedule 
• Standards measured at or near face value 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with little 
or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Reagent older than the two-month shelf life 
• Calibration done on regular, but not frequent, schedule 
• Not diluted to within calibration range 
• Standards significantly deviate from face value 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-9: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Sub-Activity Index for Silica: D 

Index Pocket Colorimeter 
a • Reagent nearly new  

• Matching of sample to color key occurred consistently after wait time prescribed by 
manufacturer. 

b • Reagent near two-month shelf life. 
• Matching of sample to color key did not occur consistently after wait time prescribed by 

manufacturer. 
c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 

little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 
d • Reagent older than the two-month shelf life. 

• Matching of sample to color key occurred immediately.  

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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Table 12-10: Execution Indices for Chemistry Activities 

 Corresponds to Sub-Activity Index for Silica: C 

Index Field Mapping –Thermal Features 
a • Field studies include comprehensive location of surficial manifestations and 

measurement/sampling of scales 

b • Field studies include comprehensive location of surficial manifestations, but minimal study of 
scales. 

c Results taken from previous third-party studies of the area (either literature or contractors) with 
little or limited information on survey methods, replication, or error. 

d • Field studies include cursory location of surficial manifestations, and no measurement or study of 
scales. . 

e Assumed from studies of analogous geothermal settings or extrapolated from studies of nearby 
areas. 
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III. PROJECT PROGRESS 

Like resource grade, the GRRM Protocol breaks the concept of project progress into ordered categories. 
As projects progress from one development phase to the next, they pass through “activity thresholds”–
minimum activities required to qualify for the next category.  

DEFINING GEOLOGICAL PROGRESS  
Geological progress describes the progression of exploration activities at a project location. The 
geological project progress scale only allows movement in one direction. For example, the difference 
between an undiscovered resource and an inferred resource is the completion of some form of field 
sampling; once sampling is completed, the project cannot return to the undiscovered category.  The 
geological progress scale, and associated criteria, are shown below. 

Table 13: Criteria to move between levels of Geological Project Progress. 

  Geological 
Progress Qualifying Criteria 

1 Undiscovered 

For a resource to be considered “Undiscovered,” the potential is estimated by at least 
one of the following activities: 

1. field mapping–structural, surface manifestations, etc. 
2. shallow heat flow studies (2 m probe) 
3. extrapolation of third-party data 
4. remote sensing 

  Field testing/sampling 

2 

Ide
ntif
ied 

 Inferred 

For a resource to be considered “Inferred,” both of the following criteria must be met: 
1. Temperature is estimated using at least one of the following methods: 
  a. a well-executed geothermometry 
  b. thermal gradient holes  
2. Conceptual model of the reservoir is supported by data from surface geophysical 
surveys 

 Slim / core hole into the reservoir 

3  
Measured 

For a resource to be considered “Measured,” all of the following criteria must be met: 
1. Temperature is measured at the reservoir level using the following methods: 
  a. Downhole probe in slimhole(s) drilled into the reservoir 
2 Temperature is corroborated using at least one of the following methods: 
  a. Downhole geothermometry 
  b. Assessment of lithology and mineral assemblages taken from cores and/or cuttings 

 Full-diameter well / well test 

4  Tested 

For a resource to be considered “Tested,” all of the following criteria must be met: 
1. At least one full-diameter well has been drilled  
2. The reservoir permeability has been evaluated with at least one of the following 
methods: 

a. flow tests and/or  
b. pressure build up/draw down  

 Multiple full-diameter wells drilled 

5  Examined For a resource to be considered ”Examined," the following criteria must be met: 
1. Two or more full-scale wells must be drilled and flow tested 
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This categorization is meant to indicate the amount of activity that has occurred in an area--not whether 
those activities resulted in the identification of a viable geothermal reservoir.  Choose the level of 
geological progress that best describes the exploration activities that have occurred to date.  For 
example, a project that has had extensive geochemistry and geophysical testing (which would qualify as 
“Measured”) that just today finished drilling its first full-diameter well should now be classified as 
“Tested,” regardless of whether the well is producing. In the GRRM, the project would continue to be 
classified as “Tested” even if the next exploration activities performed are additional geophysical tests.    

The GRRM recognizes that exploration activities alone cannot describe a viable geothermal resource; in 
this protocol, overall project progress is determined by the combination of the geological, technical, and 
socio-economic project progress.  Figure 2 below shows graphically the relationship between these 
combined levels of project progress.  For more information on the Technical and Socio-economic 
Progress Levels, please refer to the Background Document and the associated Assessment Tools.  

Figure 2: Depiction of geological progress in relationship to other forms of project progress  
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IV. SUMMARY 

This Protocol provides of a systematic, replicable reporting process that the Department of Energy can 
implement to assess project progress and to compare projects across its portfolio. It allows for 
development of a detailed nationwide geothermal potential assessment that independently captures 
the geological, technical, and socio-economic characteristics of a project.  The methodology objectively 
translates the techincal specificity of geothermal projects (i.e. in the execution index and activities) into 
clear and succinct reporting standards (i.e. in ranges of A to E or 1 to 5).  
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V. GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

activity:  The concept that each attribute is measured by a scientific method or equipment, 
and these methods can help describe an in-situ geothermal reservoir. 

activity threshold:  Minimum exploration activities required to qualify for the next-most advanced 
project progress category. 

attribute:  A factor that represents a geologic, technical, or economic constraints on the 
quality or feasibility of the geothermal heat resource.  

character:  The concept that each attribute of geothermal reservoir has an intrinsic measure or 
measurement that can embody or describe the in-situ geothermal reservoir.  

execution:  The concept that each technique used to measure a geothermal attribute brings a 
set of potential uncertainties and errors that may alter the representativeness of 
the results.  

fluid availability:  The accessibility and sustainability of fluid that can be used to transport heat from 
the reservoir. 

geological:  A set of limiting factors on the quality of the geothermal heat resource that are 
associated with geologic constraints. 

permeability:  The degree to which reservoir formations control the accessibility and potential 
recovery of heat via fracture distribution and size.  

project progress:  A set of terminology that differentiates stages of exploration activities by their 
geologic, technologic, and socio-economic features and that differentiates these 
stages by activity threshold.  

resource grade:  The quality of the geothermal resource as it relates to the potential to extract heat, 
determined as a combination of resource attributes.  

resource size:  The quantity of recoverable heat for a geothermal resource. 

socio-economic:  A set of limiting factors which prevent or hinder further development and are 
external to the resource itself or the technologies used to extract heat. 

technical:  A set of llimiting factors which prevent or hinder access to producing a useable 
heat resource are associated with current technology functionality. 

temperature:  In-situ temperature, enthalpy, and fluid phase of the reservoir, which indicate the 
quality of heat available for extraction. 

volume:  Volumetric size of the constrained heat reservoir (via assessments of thickness and 
area), which indicates the quantity of available heat to be extracted. 
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APPENDIX A: SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND TO RESOURCE GRADE 

TEMPERATURE 

DOWNHOLE TEMPERATURE PROBE 
Measured downhole temperatures from probe readings are most likely of all techniques to provide 
accurate estimates of the in-situ reservoir temperature because the probe is directly measuring 
reservoir conditions.  Reservoir temperatures can vary significantly within the geothermal reservoir from 
the main deep upflow zones to shallower outflow plumes, so there likely will be a range of measured 
reservoir temperatures from any given resource.  Temperatures obtained from the productive reservoir 
zones are often the most representative of the resource. 

The measured temperature profiles for a well can vary depending on whether the temperatures were 
recorded immediately after drilling (prior to thermal equilibration), under static conditions, or under 
flowing conditions.   A downhole temperature log will be able to resolve differences in temperature for 
multiple fluid entries within a reservoir.  Horner plot analyses can be utilized to correct for 
unequilibrated temperature measurements.10 

GEOTHERMOMETERS 
Before exploration wells have been drilled, the best way to estimate subsurface reservoir temperatures 
is through the use of chemical geothermometers. There are five general types of chemical 
geothermometers11: 

1. silica geothermometers 
2. cation geothermometers 
3. gas geothermometers 
4. isotope geothermometers, and 
5. multicomponent geothermometers.  

Cation Geothermometers 
The quality of the fluid samples is critical to the predictive ability of the analysis. For example, the USGS 
geothermal resource assessment quantifies the reliability of water chemical analyses used for its 
calculation of cation geothermometers by calculating the ratio of the sample’s charge balance to its 
error.12,13 Due to the assumptions involved in each, the choice of an appropriate geothermometer is also 

                                                           

10  Needs citation 

11 Bloomquist, R.G., Black, G.L., Parker, D.S., Sifford, A., Simpson, S.J. and Street, L.V. 1985. Evaluation and ranking 
of geothermal resources for electrical generation or electrical offset in Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington. 
Washington State Energy Office, WAOENG-85-02a, DOE/BP/13609-1, 504 p. 

12 Williams, C.F., Reed, M.J., and Mariner, R.H. 2008. A review of methods applied by the U.S. Geological Survey in the assessment of identified 
geothermal resources. USGS Open-File Report 2008-1296, 27 p. 

13 Reed, M.J, and Mariner, R.H. 1991. Quality Control of Chemical and Isotopic Analyses of Geothermal Water Samples, Proceedings, 16th 
Workshop on Geothermal Reservoir Engineering, Stanford University, SGP-TR-134, p. 9-13.  
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significant to the uncertainty of the temperature estimates. As Williams (2008)14 summarizes, silica 
geothermometers are appropriate only for fluids with pH between 5 and 715; in more alkaline solutions, 
silica saturation should instead be evaluated via a computer model.16 The Giggenbach ternary K-Na-Mg 
cation diagram quickly allows an evaluation of whether a fluid has equilibrated, while the K-Mg 
geothermometer is  also used due to its consistent inverse relationship to temperature with depth, 
unless the fluids are chlorine-rich or magnesium data are unavailable or undetectable.17,18 In these 
cases, the Na-K-Ca geothermometer is recommended.19 As shown by the discrepancy in previous USGS 
geothermal resource assessments, the discontinuity between the lower temperature (<100° C) and 
higher temperature (>100° C) formulations of the widely used Na-K-Ca-Mg cation geothermometers 
caused an underreporting of US geothermal resources within 100° C and 130° C.20   

Multicomponent Geothermometers 
Multicomponent geothermometers (such as GeoT and RTEst) have been developed to utilize the 
complete information contained in a geothermal fluid analysis.21, 22,23 These geothermometers require 
the selection of an alteration mineralogy assemblage with which the fluid has equilibrated. However, 
when coupled with inverse modeling tools (such as iTOUGH or PEST), they can be used to estimate the 
effects of mixing, boiling, and the concentrations of minor (yet important) fluid components, such as Al, 
Fe, and Mg. Therefore, intelligent corrections to fluid composition are more readily apparent with 
multicomponent analyses. These analyses require careful attention to all sources of uncertainty in each 
of the individual mineral-fluid reactions (and the selection of an appropriate thermodynamic database 
and subsurface mineral assemblage). The coherence in multicomponent methods may lead to a false 
sense of precision if the underlying assumptions are inappropriate.24 

Gas Geothermometers 
Gas geothermometers are derived from a range of empirical relationships observed in field studies,to 
dependencies based on thermodynamics (such as the Fisher-Tropsch reaction), or ratios of inert gases 
(such as H2/Ar vs. CO2/Ar), but these geothermometers are only applicable for fluids exhibiting a gas 

                                                           

14 Williams, C.F., Reed, M.J., and Mariner, R.H. 2008. A review of methods applied by the U.S. Geological Survey in the assessment of identified 
geothermal resources. USGS Open-File Report 2008-1296, 27 p. 

15 Fournier, R.O. 1992. Water geothermometers applied to geothermal energy, Applications of Geochemistry in Geothermal Reservoir 
Development, Series of Technical Guides on the Use of Geothermal Energy, Rome, Italy: UNITAR/UNDP Cent on Small Energy Resources, p. 
119-144.  

16 Kharaka, Y.K, Gunter, W.D., Aggarwal, P.K., Perkins, E.H., and DeBraal, J.D. 1988. SOLMINEQ88: A Computer Program for Geochemical 
Modeling of Water-Rock Interactions, U.S. Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigations Report 88-4227.  

17 Giggenbach, W.F. 1988. Geothermal solute equilibria. Derivation of Na-K-Mg-Ca geoindicators, Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, v. 52(12), 
p. 2749-2765. 

18 Brook, C.A., Mariner, R.H., Mabey, D.R., Swanson, J.R., Guffanti, M., and Muffler, L.J.P. 1979. Hydrothermal convection systems with reservoir 
temperatures ≥90 C, Assessment of geothermal resources of the United States – 1978: US Geological Survey Circular 790, Washington, D.C.: 
US Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, p. 18-85.  

19 Williams, C.F., Reed, M.J., and Mariner, R.H. 2008. A review of methods applied by the U.S. Geological Survey in the assessment of identified 
geothermal resources. USGS Open-File Report 2008-1296, 27 p. 

20 Williams, C.F., Reed, M.J., and Mariner, R.H. 2008. A review of methods applied by the U.S. Geological Survey in the assessment of identified 
geothermal resources. USGS Open-File Report 2008-1296, 27 p. 

21 Spycher, N., Peiffer, L., Sonnenthal, E.L., Saldi, G., Reed, M.H., and Kennedy, B.M. 2014. Integrated multicomponent solute geothermometry. 
Geothermics, v. 51, p. 113-123. 

22 Peiffer, L., Wanner, C., Spycher, N., Sonnenthal, E.L., Kennedy, B.M., and Iovenitti, J. 2014. Optimized multicomponent vs. classical 
geothermometry: Insights from modeling studies at the Dixie Valley geothermal area. Geothermics, v. 51, p. 154-169. 

23 Neupane, G., Baum, J.S., Mattson, E.D., Mines, G.L., Palmer, C.D., and Smith, R.W. 2015. Validation of multicomponent equilibrium 
geothermometry at four geothermal power plants. Proceedings, 40th Workshop on Geothermal Reservoir Engineering, Stanford University, 
Stanford, CA, SGP-TR-204, 17 p.  

24 Spycher, N., Peiffer, L., Sonnenthal, E.L., Saldi, G., Reed, M.H., and Kennedy, B.M. 2014. Integrated multicomponent solute geothermometry. 
Geothermics, v. 51, p. 113-123. 
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phase.25 In the case where there are no deep-sourced spring waters (such as areas with fumaroles and 
steam-heated bicarbonate and acid-sulfate springs), gas chemistry may provide the best method for 
estimating reservoir temperatures. 

THERMAL GRADIENT HOLE LOGS OF TEMPERATURE 
When geothermometry estimates are highly inconsistent between geothermometers, or in the case of a 
blind geothermal prospect where there are no surface thermal features and no deep wells, estimates of 
potential reservoir temperatures can be made using temperature gradients. Thermal gradient hole 
(TGH) temperatures are extrapolated using observed thermal gradients near the bottom of the hole to 
the estimated depth of the reservoir to estimate a resource temperature. These extrapolations bring 
potential for significant uncertainty and error, as discussed in the Execution Index.   

TGH logs provide temperature conditions of the near surface. Bottom-hole temperatures are typically 
extrapolated at the same gradient to the estimated reservoir depth. Extrapolation of these results must 
be done with caution, and the uncertainties of estimates need to be considered. Thermal gradients are 
not always constant with depth, and can change abruptly with changes in rock types (since different 
rocks have different thermal conductivities) and shifts from conductive to convective heat transfer. 
These changes can result in a shift to lower thermal gradients, near-isothermal conditions, or even a 
reversal to lower temperature conditions at depth (in the case of a shallow outflow plume). A maximum 
temperature can be estimated using the boiling point-depth curve: for this method, a temperature of 
100°C (or the temperature for boiling at the corresponding elevation) would be assigned to the top of 
the water column, and increasing temperatures with depth would be calculated using the increase in 
hydrostatic head pressure and the salinity of the fluid.26 Use of regional analogues may help constrain 
initial conceptual models of such systems.  

MINERAL ASSEMBLAGE ESTIMATES OF TEMPERATURE 
The combination of mineral formation temperature ranges, cross-cutting mineral relationships, and 
mineral assemblages is a powerful tool for constraining the temperature of the geothermal reservoir.27 
Nevertheless, as both primary and retrograde alteration will be present in core or thin section, using 
mineral assemblages as temperature constraints requires some knowledge of previous metamorphic 
and/or hydrothermal episodes. Formation temperatures can easily be inferred as higher than what 
actually exists if retrograde metamorphism is not properly identified because these techniques assume 
the most recent alteration is representative of the temperature of the active resource. 28 Fluid inclusion 
studies can provide constraints on trapping temperatures (determined from homogenization 
temperatures) and fluid salinities (based on freezing point temperatures).  These data need to be 
interpreted within the context of the paragenesis of the mineral assemblages in which they occur. 

                                                           

25 Giggenbach, W.F. and Goguel, R.L. 1989. Collection and analysis of geothermal and volcanic water and gas discharges, DSIR report CD 2401, 
4th ed., Petone, New Zealand. 

26 Henley, R.W., Truesdell, A.H., and Barton, P.B., Jr. 1984. Fluid-mineral equilibria in hydrothermal systems. Reviews in Economic Geology, v. 1, 
Society of Economic Geologists, 267 p. 

27 Henley, R. W., and Ellis, A. 1983. Geothermal Systems Ancient and Modem, A Geochemical Review, Earth 
Sciences Review, Vol. 19, pp. I-50. 

28 Henley, R. W., and Ellis, A. 1983. Geothermal Systems Ancient and Modem, A Geochemical Review, Earth Sciences Review, Vol. 19, pp. I-50. 
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REGIONAL HEAT FLOW OF TEMPERATURE 
Regional heat flow data are even less representative because they provide only an indication of heat 
reaching the surface, which is not representative of the reservoir conditions. Although not indicative of 
temperature at depth, estimates of heat flux from airborne thermal infrared (TIR) remote sensing are 
still more complete estimates of temperature variation than field observations alone because they 
account for thermal emanations between visible surface manifestations.29 Surface maps of two-meter 
probe measurements have also been used to indicate zones with shallow elevated heat flow, but do not 
provide direct insights into deep reservoir temperatures.   

SURFACE MANIFESTATIONS 
Surface manifestations of underlying geothermal activity include hot springs, fumaroles, and elevated 
ground temperatures.  Because temperature anomalies may vary spatially and temporally in depth and 
horizontal extent, evaluating all of the temperature data across the entire geothermal system is crucial 
to assessing potential variability. For example, a typical hydrothermal system’s surface manifestations 
may change from active to inactive over time, and may be affected by external processes such as 
seasonal snow melt and irrigation.  Since these features are discrete points in a larger geothermal area, 
mapping of geothermal manifestations only indicates the minimum likelihood of a resource, and does 
not in itself identify resource temperature without sampling. 

VOLUME 

FLOW TESTING 
Well flow testing is the most accurate technique for estimating both the thickness and area of the 
reservoir because it provides the most direct information about the geothermal system.   The most 
reliable method to determine the areal extent of a geothermal reservoir is by drilling the reservoir to 
determine the extent of the thermal anomaly and the flow of fluid.  Once a resource has been 
discovered, step-out wells are typically drilled to confirm the areal extent of the field. Once several 
successful wells have been drilled, long term flow tests can be conducted to evaluate interference 
between wells through pressure build up and drawdown, and to determine the sustainability of 
production from the field.  The best information used to constrain estimates of reservoir thickness 
estimates are also derived from drilling, as they provide direct evidence of the vertical temperature 
profile, the changes in hydrothermal alteration, and the location of fluid entries within the reservoir. 
When indirectly measured, the top of the reservoir is marked by the depth of the reservoir’s clay cap 
seal, and the bottom of the reservoir is noted by the depth of sharp decreases in permeability.    

Many geothermal fields are delineated by a central cluster of productive wells that encounter elevated 
temperatures and permeability, with marginal conditions encountered on the periphery of the field. 
While highly reliable, completing well tests at the number of locations needed to represent this 

                                                           

29 Haselwimmer, C., Prakash, A., and Holdmann, G. 2013. Quantifying the heat flux and outflow rate of hot springs 
using airborne thermal imagery: Case study from Pilgrim Hot Springs, Alaska, Remote Sensing of Environment, v. 
136, p. 37-46.  
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variability is often cost prohibitive. As an alternative, temperature gradient data from distributed deep 
wells can also be used to constrain the areal limits of the geothermal anomaly.30 

THERMAL GRADIENT HOLE LOGS 
The nature of the thermal gradient is another common way of identifying the location and thickness of 
the reservoir section. In a reservoir with sufficient permeability, advective transport of heat and fluid 
results in a near-isothermal temperature profile (also known as a convective thermal gradient). The 
thickness of this gradient can be used to estimate the thickness of the geothermal reservoir.31 

MT 
One of the most common methods employed to estimate the areal extent of a geothermal system 
during exploration is to conduct electrical geophysical surveys such as MT to delineate the depth and 
extent of a hydrothermal clay cap. MT methods measure the frequency of the earth’s fluctuating 
magnetic field, allowing the assessment of either (or both) deep and upper crustal structures, depending 
on the frequency range chosen. This feature can be found in many geothermal systems and directly 
overlies and bounds the geothermal reservoir.32, 33, 34,35 This low resistivity feature could also represent 
the presence of fossil hydrothermal alteration or the presence of clay-rich sediments, so this geophysical 
signature is not definitive and needs to be interpreted in conjunction with other geologic, geophysical, 
and geochemical data.  

TEM 
The Transient Electro-Magnetic (TEM) method allows the study of structures to depth of 1-1.5 km with 
good conventional equipment; particularly due to higher resolution and less sensitivity to 
inhomogeneity that allow adequate 1D interpretation, TEM provides significant benefits over 
Schumberger sounding. 36   

THICKNESS: E. SELF POTENTIAL 

                                                           

30 Walters, M.A., and Combs, J. 1992. Heat flow in the Geysers-Clear Lake geothermal area of Northern California, U.S.A. Geothermal Resources 
Council Monograph on The Geysers Geothermal Field, Special Report No. 17, p. 43-53. 

31 In some instances, viable hydrothermal systems can have conductive thermal gradients (such as seen in the high temperature reservoir of the 
NW Geysers field), but these gradients are indicative of low permeability conditions. 

32 Anderson, E., Crosby, D. and Ussher, G. 2000. Bull’s Eye! — Simple resistivity imaging to reliably locate the geothermal reservoir. Proceedings 
World Geothermal Congress 2000, p. 909–914. 

33 Cumming, W.B. 2009. Geothermal resource conceptual models using surface exploration data: Proceedings, 34th Workshop on Geothermal 
Reservoir Engineering, Stanford University, 6 p. 

34 Cumming, W.B. 2009. A conceptual model approach to the geophysical exploration of permeable geothermal reservoirs that considers 
context and uncertainty. SEG Houston 2009 International Exposition and Annual Meeting, extended abstract. 

35 Cumming, W., and Mackie, R. 2010. Resistivity imaging of geothermal resources using 1D, 2D, and 3D MT inversion and TDEM static shift 
correction illustrated by a Glass Mountain case history. Proceedings World Geothermal Congress 2010, 10 p. 

36 Georgsson, L. S. 2009. Geophysical Methods In Geothermal Exploration. Short Course IV on Exploration for Geothermal Resources (p. 16). Lake 
Naivasha, Kenya: United Nations University-Geothermal Training Programme. 
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Another electrical method, self-potential (SP), can be used to map boundaries and faults in the early 
reconnaissance of a geothermal system and has shown some application to reservoir modeling, but SP is 
not widely used due to difficulty in accurate data interpretation. 37   

SURFACE MANIFESTATIONS 
During the early stages of exploration, where no deep wells have been drilled and MT surveys have not 
yet been conducted, the distribution of thermal features and associated hydrothermal alteration can be 
used to provide initial constraints on the areal extent of a geothermal system. The distribution of 
thermal features and major structures are also important components of conceptual models for 
geothermal systems.38  Fumaroles are typically located above the upflow zones of geothermal systems 
whereas chloride hot springs tend to be located in outflow zones that may be laterally displaced from 
the high temperature geothermal reservoir. Many thermal manifestations are associated with 
permeable features such as faults and fracture zones; however, fault zones can also serve as bounding 
features. Because the extent of a geothermal reservoir is not identifiable at the surface, only crude 
estimates of volume result from field mapping of the geologic area without additional tests.  The use of 
thermal features to delineate a resource outline is not applicable to hidden geothermal systems, which 
by definition, have no visible surface expression.  

The addition of remote sensing methods, by virtue of estimating thermal disturbances, provides a more 
comprehensive (than surface manifestaions alone) estimate  (but not a confirmation) of the lateral 
extent of a heat resource. Remote sensing techniques can also be utilized to identify zones of surficial 
hydrothermal alteration.39 

FLOW TESTING 
Loss zones encountered while drilling within a geothermal reservoir are indicative of permeable fluid 
entries that help define the reservoir thickness. These zones can also be identified from spinner logs. 
The top of the reservoir is often identified by the uppermost fluid entry within a well. The total vertical 
distance between upper and lower fluid entry zones can be used to estimate the reservoir thickness. 

MAGNETIC SURVEYS 
Magnetic anomalies, while successful for the mineral exploration industry, are more challenging for the 
use of geothermal exploration due to the significant magnetic differences amongst volcanic rock types 
and (potentially multiple) episodes of hydrothermal alternation. Nevertheless, magnetic surveys have 
shown distinct signals for high-temperature geothermal fields (e.g., Namafjall and Krafla)40 and have 

                                                           

37 Georgsson, L. S. 2009. Geophysical Methods In Geothermal Exploration. Short Course IV on Exploration for Geothermal Resources (p. 16). Lake 
Naivasha, Kenya: United Nations University-Geothermal Training Programme. 

38 Cumming, W.B. 2009. Geothermal resource conceptual models using surface exploration data: Proceedings, 34th Workshop on Geothermal 
Reservoir Engineering, Stanford University, 6 p. 

39 Validation of remote sensing techniques by field observation has shown that a combination of thermal infrared (TIR) measuring surface 
temperature anomalies and infrared band ratio analysis measuring reduced vegetation density can provide an 87.5% accurate location of 
geothermal manifestations.  
Atmoko, F. A. (n.d.). Predicition of Geothermal Manifestation Area Using ASTER Imagery in Northern Sukabumi, West Java, Indonesia. 
http://www.academia.edu/2053946/Prediction_of_Geothermal_Manifestation_Area_in_Northern_Sukabumi_West_Java_Indonesia. 

40 Pálmason, G. 1967. On heat flow in Iceland in relation to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. In: Björnsson S (ed.), Iceland and Mid-Ocean Ridges, Soc. Sci. 
Islandica 
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been widely used in Icelandic low temperature fields to identify hidden dykes and faults.41 Aerial 
magnetic surveys sacrifice some data precision, but provide reasonable estimates of deeper structures 
or the extent of basins; for locations of finer features and faults, higher resolution on-the-ground 
surveys are structured either as transects or grids.42   

SEISMIC PROFILING 
Seismic methods, particularly active reflection measurements, are widely used throughout the oil and 
gas industry to glean information on the density, porosity, boundaries, and discontinuities of the 
subsurface. The complexity of geothermal systems in crystalline rocks and volcanic terrains makes it 
difficult to achieve interpretable information from seismic surveys; however, unsurprisingly, application 
to geothermal systems in sedimentary formations has been successful, such as northeast Iceland.43,44 
Passive seismic methods are more commonly applied to identify the depth to the heat source through 
measurements of natural seismic activity, which relays the zones of permeability and active faults. 
Additionally, since S-waves cannot travel through liquids and are shortened in partial melt, the 
identification of S-wave shadows has been shown to be a consistent method of identifying the depth 
and location of magma chambers within Iceland’s Krafla geothermal field.45,46  In geothermal systems 
requiring fluid injection as a means of reservoir stimulation to increase fracture permeabilty, such as 
Enhanced Geothermal Systems, passive seismic is a particularly important tool for reasons other than 
reservoir depth, due to the strong direct correlation between reservoir pressure, injection rate, and 
seismicity.47  

Another technique that can be employed is examining the zonation of hydrothermal alteration in 
geothermal well core stratigraphy. Argillic alteration is indicative of the clay cap that is developed on top 
of a geothermal reservoir while higher temperature propylitic alteration (typically characterized by 
minerals such as epidote, quartz, chlorite, illite, albite, adularia, wairakite, and calcite) can be diagnostic 
of a high temperature geothermal reservoir.  

GRAVITY SURVEYS 
Gravity anomalies directly inform an assessment of depth to different formations, and in the process, 
can identify faults and other structural features. Gravity surveys are an extension of structural mapping, 
providing an estimate of subsurface geometries through differences in relative gravity between readings 
of formation densities and the location’s surface.  In the case of geothermal exploration, not only do 

                                                           

41 Gupta, H. 1980. Geothermal Resources: An Energy Alternative. Elsevier. 
42 Georgsson, L. S. 2009. Geophysical Methods In Geothermal Exploration. Short Course IV on Exploration for Geothermal Resources (p. 16). Lake 

Naivasha, Kenya: United Nations University-Geothermal Training Programme. 
43 Georgsson, L. S. 2009. Geophysical Methods In Geothermal Exploration. Short Course IV on Exploration for Geothermal Resources (p. 16). Lake 

Naivasha, Kenya: United Nations University-Geothermal Training Programme. 
44 Georgsson, L.S., and Fridleifsson, G.Ó. 2000. The geothermal exploration of the Öxarfjördur hightemperature area, NE-Iceland. Proceedings of 

the World Geothermal Congress 2000, Kyushu-Tohoku, Japan, 1157-1162 
45 Árnason, K., Vilhjálmsson, A. M., & Björnsdóttir, T. 2009. A STUDY OF THE KRAFLA VOLCANO USING GRAVITY, MICRO EARTHQUAKE AND MT 

DATA. Short Course IV on Exploration for Geothermal Resources. Lake Naivasha, Kenya: United Nations University - Geothermal Training 
Programme. 

46 Einarsson, P. 1978. S-wave shadows in the Krafla caldera in NE-Iceland, evidences for a magma chamber in the crust. Bulletin of Volcanology. 
Vol. 41:3, p. 1-9.  

47 S. Cloetingh, J. Negendank (eds.) 2010. New Frontiers in Integrated Solid Earth Sciences, International Year of Planet, p. 261 
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gravity anomalies point to areas of hydrothermal alteration and metamorphism, but gravity differences 
may also identify the depth to areas of magmatic activity.48,49,50  

CORE STRATIGRAPHY 
The above methods heavily rely upon the existence of an alteration clay cap (which depends on the rock 
types present in the system). However, the presence of a clay-rich, low resistivity feature may not be 
due to an active geothermal system.  Instead, the layer could be the result of a fossil hydrothermal 
system, or from clay-rich sediments that are unrelated to hydrothermal alteration.   

The mineral assemblage that will form depends not only on temperature, but also on the composition of 
the rock and geothermal fluid and the extent of water-rock interaction. Therefore, resistivity measuring 
mineral alteration characteristics will reflect the mineral (and therefore temperature) at which the 
alteration formed - which may or may not be an accurate assessment of current conditions.51  Since 
altered rock types typical to geothermal reservoirs and seals are more challenging to evaluate in 
isolation, the quality of analyses available through core stratigraphy is greater than that of well 
cuttings52,53 

 

PERMEABILITY 

In looking at the characteristics of geothermal reservoirs, the ideal system not only encounters 
permeability in local areas, but provides distributed permeability throughout the reservoir volume, 
which is capped by a low permeability seal.  While having a distributed nature is important, it is equally 
if not more important that the fracture system is oriented in a direction of the stress field that allows 
features to be open, that fracture systems intersect, and that available fractures are not filled by 
alteration or secondary mineralization. For example, some mineral phases (such as euhedral quartz and 
bladed calcite) are often indicators of open space fractures. Favorable structural settings for 
permeability that combine the above issues differ by tectonic regime.54    

 

                                                           

48 Gupta, H. 1980. Geothermal Resources: An Energy Alternative. Elsevier. 
49 Lyatsky, H. 2010, October. Magnetic and Gravity Methods in Mineral Exploration: the Value of Well-Rounded Geophysical Skills. CSEG 
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50 Hanna, W.F., Hassemer, J.H., Elliott, J.E., Wallace, C.A., and Snyder, S.L. (n.d.) Maps Showing Gravity and Aeromagnetic Anomalies in the Butte 
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51 Karlsdóttir, R., Vilhjálmsson, A., Árnason, K., & Beyene, A. 2012. Þeistareykir Geothermal Area , Northern Iceland 3D Inversion of MT and TEM 

Data (p. 173). Reykjavík.  
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Flow and tracer tests provide the best estimates of permeability because they provide quantitative 
measurements of fluid transport in a given time period. Permeability measurements conducted on core 
samples only provide constraints on matrix permeability, and cannot capture fracture permeability - the 
key flow parameter.   

All other techniques used to estimate where permeable zones might likely occur do not provide ways to 
actually estimate quantitative values of permeability.  For example, measures of resistivity and other 
geophysical measures approximate the areas, which are more permeable than others. Distribution of 
thermal features indicates at least minimal areas of permeability for those features to reach the surface, 
but do not indicate potential variations in permeability in the subsurface.  

Because faults and fractures can serve as conduits for geothermal heat and fluid transport, the 
structural distribution and extent of faulting and fracturing is a primary constraint to the location and 
depth of geothermal activity – particularly for hydrothermal systems.55 Furthermore, geophysical 
studies of critically stressed fracture and fault characteristics have provided evidence that these 
structural mechanics serve an important role in characterizing geothermal fields.56 Initial field studies 
have shown promising correlations between known, ongoing geothermal activity and tectonic strain 
accumulation, indicating that geothermal fluid flow could be reasonably predicted through a structural 
assessment of regional fault planes in some areas.57 Careful field and digitized mapping to assess fault 
geometry, location, and stress kinematics are therefore critical to the success of exploratory drilling at 
depth.  

 

VOLUME ESTIMATES IN THE VOLUMETRIC METHOD 

The USGS heat-in-place method uses a volumetric approach to estimate the reservoir thermal energy: 

 𝑞𝑞𝑅𝑅 = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌(𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅 − 𝑇𝑇0) 

where 𝑞𝑞𝑅𝑅 is the thermal energy, 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 is the volumetric specific heat of the reservoir rock, V is the volume 
of the reservoir, 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅 is the characteristic reservoir temperature, and 𝑇𝑇0 is the reference 
temperature.58, 59, 60 To determine this volume, estimates of the reservoir areal extent and thickness are 
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needed. Renner et al.61 note in the 1975 USGS assessment of geothermal systems in the United States 
that “[t]he lack of reliable data concerning areal extent is a serious constraint in this assessment because 
many estimates of the subsurface areas . . . differ by more than three orders of magnitude; in contrast, 
all other parameters vary by less than one order of magnitude. Therefore, the areal extent is the most 
critical single parameter in estimating the heat content of a system.” 

Many geothermal systems contain several distinct reservoirs that are isolated laterally and/or vertically. 
Therefore, the use of area × thickness to represent a geothermal reservoir is often an oversimplification 
of the actual reservoir geometry. 
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